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College denies 
off-campus option 
By Jim Fenno 
Ithaca College has I.he same residential 
policy it had 20 years ago, but a more accu-
rate estimate of projcncd qutlcnl turnover 
between fall and sprmg has changed the 
policy's impact on studenL~ -- bad new-; for 
those who want Lo move off campus, but 
good news for the College. 
In recent years, the policy, which guaran-
tees on-campus housing for four years, has 
been able to accommodate at least some of 
the students who want to move off campus at 
the end of each semester. This occurs when 
the College has overestimated the number of 
students who would graduate in December, 
attend the London Center or participate in 
internships. 
But this year, the Office of Residential 
Life announced it would not have an off-
campus application process for the spring. 
The decision, announced Nov. 2, means 
that students currently living on campus will 
not have the option to move off-campus next 
semester. This is uie first time this has hap-
pened since 1986. 
Accordtflg to Larry Metzger, director of 
institutional research and enrollment plan-
ning, the College was successful in estimat-
ing how many students would not be here in 
the spring, and could plan IO house all current 
on-campus students without overflow. Over-
flow is what prompts the College to allow 
some students IO live off campus . 
"The object is to keep the price of housing 
down for students. We try to plan in the fall 
to keep occupation full. This year we were 
right on target," Metzger said. 
Director of Residential Life Maggie 
McHugh said this is not a change in policy. 
"Every semester, a decision is made whether 
there will be an off-campus application pro-
cess. This year, when we processed the num-
bers, it indicated that no students needed to be 
let off," she said. 
McHugh said enough stmknL, would Ill' 
graduating in Dcccmhcr to make ,pace in 
residence halls for studenL'> who want to tw 
moved out of non-standard tnpk,. 
The residence halls arc ex pcctcd to be al 
full capacity next semester, but wnhout thl' 
surplus that in the past h,l'> created a need to 
give some students an off-campus option. 
Meanwhik, studenL-; who already signed 
leases for the spring arc disgruntled and not 
sure what to do next. 
Michael Montesano '94, who put down a 
S600 deposit on a Circle Apartment for the 
spring, said the College is unrealistic to make 
students wait until November for off-campus 
decisions to be made. 
"We figured we were second-semester 
juniors. I had extra credit hours coming in. 
We assumed we would get off because in the 
past that has been the case. We weren't going 
to wait around [for a decision]," he said. 
"There were only two available Circles left 
when I signed the lea~e in September." 
Montesano 1s responsible for $1,500 m 
rent pa~ents over the next semester. He 
said he will wait to see if the policy changes. 
"I think enough people will be upset about 
the policy [IOchangeit]. Some people haven't 
found out about it yet." 
Rebecca Weiss '95 signed a conditional 
lease for the spring. Although she can get out 
of her obligation, the news that she would 
have to remain on campus surprised her. 
"I was angry to say the least. The school 
should not be able to say no one can go off 
[campus]," she said. 
Weiss said as long as students are required 
to stay on-campus for a certain number of 
semesters, they should be allowed to leave 
after they fulfill that requirement. 
In years when the College does have an 
application process, it only allows students 
who have completed at least two semesters to 
See "Housing" page 6 
County sales tax to 
jump one percent 
By Jacki Donati 
Holiday purchases may cost a little more 
than usual if you do your shopping in 
Tompkins County. 
Starting Dec. I, I.he sales tax will jump 
from its current seven cents to eight cents on 
every dollar spent. According to County 
Administrator Scott Heyman, I.he move 1s 
expected to generate S7.6 million. 
"The amount of revenue produced will be 
enough to restore our cash reserves, which 
had been depicted over the last two years,,. 
Heyman said. 
After the first six months, the city, towns 
and villages will receive one-quancr of the 
rncome generated and the county will get the 
rcmarnmg three-quarters. 
If all goes as planned, the additional mon-
ies will hold property taxes down, which 
Heyman said will ultimately help members 
of the community. 
According LO IC Managcrof Pubhc Infor-
mation Dave Maley, Ithaca College, like all 
educational institutions, is primarily prop-
eny tax-exempt, except for a small amount of 
property owned by the College used for non-
educational purposes. 
He said the College will ad1ust the one 
percent increase on suitable ncrns 111 the 
Bookstore, Candy Shop, B.J.'s, Mac's and 
the Snack Bar. In timing hall-;, lllL'al, that arL' 
purchased without a meal plan arc la\ablc. 
Thirteen out of the 15 mcmtwr, or thL· 
Tompkms County Board ol RcprC'>L'lll:tl1vc, 
voted m favor of the rcsolullon. One ol 1hcsl' 
members, Rep. Phil Shurtleff (R-Groton). 111 
favor of the Tom pk ms County sale, ta., hike. 
said, "The co~l of government ~hould he bom 
by all the people." He said a choice had to he 
made between mcrca,mg propl'rty L'r ra1:..1ng 
the sales tax and that the latll'r was much 
more cqull.ablc. 
"Ithaca College, Cornell l lt11\·cr~tly and 
all non-profit organ11.auons arc exempt from 
property tax increases," Shurtleff said. "They 
See "Tax" page 6 
,4 t, ... 
Students gather, glue themselves to television 
as the closing polls reveal candidates' fates 
By Kevin Lewis A t 10:45 p.m. the room exploded with shouts and cheers and hugs and a whole lot of smiles. The IC Democmts had just heard CNN's prcdicuon that Btll 
Clinton would be the next President of the United States. Jeff Wolfe '94, co-
president of the IC Democrats, brought out a bottle of champagne; I.he cork 1111,scd 
the television screen by inches. 
Whtie that announcement wa,n't the end of the cvenmg, ll was, for all mtenL, 
and purposes, the end of a long, hard campaign -- a campaign m which man) m 1hc 
11.haca College community felt an mtcnse mtcrcst. But not all of those prnplc v.l'rc 
as celebratory as the dcmocr..1Ls. 
Earltcr m the evcnmg, the on-campus motxl ,ccmcd rather subdued. Al r: p m . 
the TY lounges in the Campus CcntL'r were only half-full, though thosl' thcrl' 
,ccmcd to nave a tkfinnc kanmg toward Cltnron OuL,1dc the Emcrsnn St11lL'' 111 1t1L' 
:\'onh Foyer, a few ,11nknt, were '>pla)l'd out on LhL' coud1c, rcadmg 
''1'111 ,tud) 1ng and thL'll I· II hl' gllll'd 10 the T\' ... ,aid .-\ In Slur h· ·q,. ,hl '" 111'-.'. 
u1n(crn lor 1hc dccuon. hut kcling 1111,t, :..!ill llhl earl~ lor ckL11t>n ul\na.L:,' 
·1 hL' IC Rq1ubl1ca11·, par!) had ,1:111L'd ,1hout Sp 111 ,rnd the lllll1xl lhL'fL' \1.1, 
dc'L'1,kdl) lauuou,. Thl' group ol .1houl 12 pc·opk. mo,1 lll thc111 dr,·,,,·,l 111 llu,h 
<.,>ua)k T-~h1rL,. all ol lhL'III l1iol-.lllg \L'r1 ck.111-L'ut. \IL'IC qu1L·th 111u1i1 h111 1'. l111 1'111.1 
huddkd arnund the tL·ln 1,HH1 
:\, Ihl' ('lrnton l'icLlor,11 !.di) ,1d,kd up. 111:111\ ol th,· d1L'-h,1rd llu,h L11is ;...,i'l 1,p .1 
,,·11-dqirc·L,lllll,l! 'L'il',L' Pl hu11ll>r · '\,i\\ I l-.11ti11 \lh,1t l'L'llj1k kit 111-.c· 111 ·,.: · ,.11d 
Ra) W0Jtu,1ak ·,1-1, the 1'.rul l,,.,-L·.1p 11c'.trlllg l"lllllL'd1,111 ul the f'.llllljl. rL'lc·1r111,l! tu the· 
Reagan landshtk of eight YL'ar, agP 
Samamha Barne, '1)_l,, Lrea,urcr Pl lhL' I(· lfrpuhhc1r1s. h;1d .1 1111.L'.L'r 1,1 hL'r 1m 11 
whl'n the New York ,c·natc' raLC \1a, lllL'llllllllL'd 
"Docs Roh Abram, 1101 hlok like· \Ir l'ulalll lkad'>" ,hL· ,aid. rl'lnrmg Ill thL' 
dcmtx:ratK challcn).!~r. 
St·t' "Flt'ction" pa~t· :! 
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Faculty, administration off er 
thoughts on election, the future 
Election 
Continued f'rom front page 
"Not," she added, "that I'd vote for 
someone on the basis of what he 
looked like." 
Not everyone, however, was as 
eager to poke fun. "How can you 
laugh about something like this?" 
asked Eric Zoldan '96. As the cov-
erage dragged on the focus shifted 
away from the issues at hand. 
lounge, there didn't appear to be a 
lot of support for Bush.Jen Antonoff 
'93,studying in a downstairs lounge, 
said "We're working on a project, 
andwe'regoingtogodrinkingwhen 
Clinton wins-- when, not if, when." 
By Avl Schaeffer 
Bill Clinton's presidency will 
certainly bring changes and 
additions to many government 
programs, according to members 
of hhaca College's faculty and 
administration. 
• President James J. Whalen: 
On Clinton's education ,x,licy 
of allowing college students to 
borrow government money and 
repay it to the IRS through 
service work. .. 
"I don't think you're going to 
see any significant increases in 
funding from this administration. 
The whole process has moved 
away from grants and scholar-
ships to paopla taking loans." 
On Clinton appointing a new 
Secretary of Education to replace 
Republican Lamar Alexander ... 
"Several friends of mine have 
been touted for the job.· 
"Every time you have a change 
in an administration, there's 
euphoria. I think we're going to 
have to be realistic. I just don't 
see a bonanza.· 
a Tom Salm 
vice president of business and 
administrative affairs: 
On Clinton's goals for funding 
• In "Rooms flood in Bogart; in 
the Oct. 29 issue, Dave Malay's 
title was incorrect. He is manager 
of public information. 
higher education ... 
"I'll have to wait and see. I 
don't think he gave any great 
specifics during his campaign." 
• Marty Brownstein 
assistant professor of polltlcs: 
"[Clinton) was running from the 
very beginning with the economy 
being central: Brownstein said. 
On voter dissatisfaction with 
Bush. .. 
"[They) saw from the beginning 
that this was an inept and 
undealing administration. n 
On why Perot lost his presiden-
tial bid ... 
"[Perot) certainly hammered 
relentlessly and effectively on 
economic issues. He did increase 
the turnout." 
"I think [Perot] did the best job 
of articulating issues, so, the 
question remains, how well could 
he have done if he didn't drop out 
of the campaign." 
• ZIiiah Eisenstein 
chairwoman of politics 
department: 
On why Clinton took the election ... 
"I think the major reason that 
Bush did not win is because of his 
pandering to the right wing of his 
Corrections 
• In "Election fever" photo, in the 
Oct. 29 issue, the date of the 
Republican rally was incorrect. It 
was held on Thursday, Oct. 22. 
party. Clinton's positions are 
certainly not hostile to women, 
gay rights, or people of color.· 
On Clinton's victory speech to 
over 400,000 people in front of 
the Statehouse in Little Rock, 
,rl< ... 
"It's the most mixed race crowd 
at an event like that I've ever 
seen." 
On why Clinton won the 
election ... 
"Even a lot of Republicans 
didn't like [Bush) -- a lot of 
moderate Republicans didn't like 
him and a lot of conservative 
Republicans thought ha was static 
and not really responsive." 
"The education plan is one of 
the hallmarks of his administra-
tion. 
"It's going to [be implemented) 
early and I think students were 
very turned on by that." 
On why Perot fell short in the 
election ... 
"What I think was most 
problematic about him was his 
hatred of working people, hatred 
of Jews." 
"It's real clear who he means 
by getting people back to work, 
and that was only men." 
It Is the policy of The Ithacan to 
correct errors of fact. To report 
corrrectlons call The Ithacan 
news department at 274-3207. 
There was a lot of talk about 
radio personality Rush Limbaugh 
as well as some yelling at the an-
chor people giving the results --
some people seemed convinced of 
a liberal media bias. 
"I wanted to gel the bumper 
sticker 'Annoy the media, elect 
George Bush'," Katie Carabell '93, 
said. 
During the few bright spots for 
Bush, the mood did get lighter. 
When it was announced Bush won 
Oklahoma, a couple of people burst 
into a short verse of "Oklahoma." 
When they switched channels to 
catch the ICTV coverage, a mis-
taken graphic prompted a Ii ttle para-
noia. "It's the Ithaca College thing. 
They don't want Bush to win any-
thing," Wojtusiak said. 
At8:45,CNN showed their tally 
for predicted electoral votes --
Clinton 176, Bush 28. "It's a sad 
day for the United States of 
America," sighed Carabell. The 
mood didn't get more optimistic. 
"It'snotalloveryet," said Blaise 
Faggiano '93, secretary of the IC 
Republicans, but there was a defi-
nite feeling in the room that they 
were resigned to the fact things 
didn't look good for Bush. 
An election night program was 
planned for 9 p.m. in the New Hall 
TV lounge, and there was popcorn 
and about 10 people watching the 
results come in, but it wasn't ex-
actly a party. As with the Union TV 
Antonoffs optimism was more 
than matched in the apartment over 
the Commons where the IC Demo-
crats were having their party. Ciga-
rette smoke and beer abounded in a 
room full of jubilant people. By 10 
p.m. they were pretty certain their 
man was going to the White House. 
"This is a victory for the liberal 
factions of this country. We have 
shown a rejection of Reagan/Bush 
politics. We're all going to work 
together for change," said Jeff Wolfe 
'94, co-president of IC Democrats. 
Not everyone was completely 
joyous. "I'm pissed because Bush 
won Virginia. Now that Bush has 
won Virginia, I guess I can call 
myself a New Yorke'f," said Brian 
Greyard '95, native Virginian. 
For the most part, individual 
comments were hard to hear in a 
room full of boisterous people -- it 
was more like a party than a gather-
ing of friends on election night. 
"I'm glad the anchors empha-
sized to the people who haven't 
voted yet not to rely on exit polls. I 
heard them say that a couple of 
Limes tonight, and I hadn't heard it 
in another election," Gail Merryman 
'93 said. 
The rest of the evening was filled 
with either raucous boos or cheers, 
depending on the announcements 
emanating from the television, and, 
of course, silence when listening to 
the multitude of victory and con-
cession speeches given until well 
after midnight. 
In the end, the Republicans were 
disappointed, and the Democrats 
were ecstatic. But nearly everyone 
was glad for one thing: no more 
campaigning. 
MESSA DA REQUIEM 
by Giuseppe Verdi 
Now is the time to make your 
Holiday Travel arrangements 
Two performances by the 
Ithaca College Choral Union and Ithaca College Orchestra 
Lawrence Doebler, Conductor 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8:15 P.M. 
AND 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 3:00 P.M. 
ADMISSION FREE; TICKETS REQUIRED 
(Mmmum two per person) 
WALTER B. FORD HALL AUDITORIUM, ITHACA COLLEGE 
Tickets available November 3 ot Dillingham box office, Ithaca College; 
DeWitt Moll Ticket Center; and Rebop Records, 
Tapes, and Compact Discs, Collegetown 
SHAPE OP fiT fl U!t 
COST fiT 
Semester $79 Membership 
FOR fl FREE TRIAL WORKOUT 
GOTO 
119 Third St. m-8779 
Mon.-Tbars. Scun-9:JODm FrL Sam-8:JOpm 
Sat. 9cnn-5pm San. 10am-5pm 
2 
Ithaca Travel Outlet 
272-6962 
120 N. Aurora St. 
(1 floor above the Fisherman Restaurant) 
HOURS MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-6PM 
SATURDAY 10AM-2PM 
Spring Break '93 tm=r 
save up to $80 SERVICES 
Call STS for details!!! 272-6964 
r-------------------------, ! A: Dousing Solutions ! 
I I 
1 Q: Going Abroad Next Semester? I 
I · I 
1 Q: Unhappy With Your Current Housing? 1 
: Q: Want To Live Off-Campus Next Year? : 
I - I 
DON'T PUT YOUR OFF-CA1'1PUS HUUSIJVG 
IN JEOPARDY/ 
I Check our flyers to see how we can help you I 
: find the solution to your housing needs. : 
Don't ,vait until it's too late! • Call 272-6091 
\ 
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Williams Hall re born: Yearlong renovations to create home for classes, 
part of gradual move away from use of NCR 
By Tom Arundel 
As the projected January 1993 opening of 
the new science building draws near, Ithaca 
College is revising blueprints to renovate 
Williams Hall, according to Tom Salm, vice 
president for business and administrative af-
fairs. 
Williams will close for the renovations, 
beginning in January 1993, Salm said. 
The renovations will double the amount 
of space for psychology classrooms and fac-
ulty offices, according to Howard Erlich, 
dean of the School of Humanities and Sci-
ences. Space will also be provided for gen-
eral purpose classrooms and offices for Hu-
manities and Sciences, Salm said. 
"It will be a major renovation," Salm said. 
"The inside of the building will change sig-
nificantly from what its been because it's no 
longer going to be a science building." 
The College plans to move all classes out 
of NCR and into Williams as soon as renova-
tions are completed, possibly by January 
1994, Salm said. 
"As soon as we can get Williams Hall 
open and operational we would hope to move 
over from NCR," Salm said. "We would hke 
to get everything on this side of the street." 
Cost of the renovations has not been deter-
mined, according to Provost Tom Longm. 
A rough estimate of 45 offices and 31 
classrooms/laboratories are presently in the 
blueprints for Williams' renovation, accord-
ing to Longin and George Schuler, chairman 
of the psychology department. 
Administrators and educators have been 
meeting with an architect for three months to 
discuss the number of classrooms, laborato-
ries and offices needed in W 111 iams as wel I as 
how they will be divided, Salm said. Discus-
sions will continue for another two months, 
he said. 
In the most recent blueprinL~. approxi-
mately 27 offices have been designated for 
Humanities and Sciences professors, Schuler 
said. In addition, 18 offices have been desig-
nated for the psychology department. Profes-
sors will move out of shared offices in Muller 
Faculty Center into their own offices in Wil-
liams, Schuler said. This will not leave va-
cant space in Muller, he said. 
The speech communication and writing 
faculty offices.currently located in Park Hall, 
will not move out, Schuler said. 
Williams will also undergo ex tenor reno-
vations, including the poss1b11ity of more 
energy efficient windows and a new entrance 
facing the book store, Schuler said. Two new 
elevators are also planned. 
The number of classrooms and how they 
will be divided has not been fully deter-
mined, Salm said. 
However, Schuler said that the psychol-
ogy department will mcrea<;e its number of 
laboratories from seven to 12 after the reno-
vations. 
Under the present plans, the department 
will also have one full classroom and a statis-
tics classroom with 24 personal computers, 
primarily for psychology students' use, he 
said. Two classroom/labs arc currently des-
ignated for kinesiology, anatomy. and physi-
ology. Lon gm said. 
"Certainly, psychology will have more 
space now," Erlich said. "I think they're 
going to have a better program because the 
space wi JI come closer to meeting theirneeds." 
Currently. the psychology department 1s 
pressed for space and re~ources with a total 
of seven lahs, Schuler said. The department 
h,L, two lahs m W11l1am, and five lahs m the 
ba,cment of Bogart Hall, which the depart-
ment plan, to keep for at least the first year 
after renovations are completed, Schuler said 
TI1c psychology department will be even 
more pressed for space during Wilham'>' 
renovations, Schuler said. Dunng renova-
llons, the department wil~ use three class-
room/lalx)ratoncs in the new science huild-
mg in addition to the five labs m Bogart. 
"The arrangement during renovation, 
won't be as conducive to roommg our pro-
gram as well as the arrangement we have 
now or the arrangement we will have aha 
the renovations," Schuler said. 
The department will move completely out 
of the science building after renovauons, 
Schuler said. 
The purpose of the rcnovauons 1s to ex-
pand space and resources, not the number of 
student majors, he said. 
"What we will have 1s a beuer facility to 
serve the number of students we have now," 
Schuler said. 
Damage to Bogart labs less costly than predicted 
By Julie Rosborough 
Life within the psychology lab and Bogart 
hall may have been dampened, but it hasn't 
been ruined. 
Various students' rooms and the east end 
of the psychology lab were flooded by a 
malfunctioned toilet on the first floorofBogart 
Hall, Sunday, Oct. 25. 
The water had leaked through the ceiling 
into the lab necessitating the temporary re-
moval of electrical equipment and archive 
tapes, according to George Schuler, chair-
man of the psychology department. 
Cindy Scheibe, psychology professor, had 
worried that the 500 archive tapes contained 
within the lab were ruined. It appears, how-
ever, that the "irreplaceable" tapes were not 
damaged by the water. "We were very lucky; 
a lot survived," she said. 
Most of what was destroyed were wall 
charts and the ceiling, Sheibe said. "The 
conditions arc much better now, but it still 
smells a bit." 
"As far as we know now, monetary dam-
age to the psychology department is limited," 
Schuler said. 
Dave Maley, manager of public infonna-
tion, said that the primary problem is not the 
cost of equipment, but the cost of clean up. 
A research study has recently been started 
within the west end of the lab that was not 
affected by the flood. The study must now be 
kept there to retain consistency, Sheibc said. 
The 20-year-old lab is used primarily for 
QOGAN'& COQNEQ 
PIZZA, WING&, 6U56 
273-6006 
TOUCHDOWN! 
ROGAN'S 
MONDAY NIGHT OR ANY NIGHT 
FOOTBALL PARTY PAK 
4 16 OUNCE SODAS 
1 LARGE PIZZA FOR$ 14.50 
2 DOZEN WINGS 
4 16 OUNCE SODAS 
1 MEDIUM PIE FOR $ 11.95 
2 DOZEN WINGS 
NOON TILL 2:00 AM FRI - SAT 
NOON TILL I :30 AM SUN - THURS 
WE GLADLY ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD 
testing subjects. "Approximately 380 stu-
dents come in to participate in various stud-
ies," Schuler said. 
pretty much done." 
Allan Tenney '95, a resident of Bogart 
Hall, said, "There seems to be no more prob-
lems; everything is clean." There are currently six labs within the 
basement of Bogart Hall, including ones for 
social psychology, cognitive memory. infant 
development, television research, sensauon/ 
perception and motivation/organization. 
Tenney said that campus safety 1s sup-
posed to come and interview the residents, 
because they think that they purposely made 
the toilet malfunction. 
Neither Schuler nor Scheibe would com-
ment on the contents of the lab. Schuler said 
this was "for security reasons." 
"The investigation is continuing," said 
Robert Holt, director of Campus Safety. 
Mary Nigro, room assignment coordina-
tor, said that if a vandal is found, then he or 
she will be requued to reimburse the resi-
dents for their property damages. She ad-
vised to keep all receipts. 
"A couple of years ago a computer was 
stolen from the lab," Maley said. "They fear 
that there could be some more theft." 
The clean-up of the rest of Bogart Hall 1s 
relatively complete. Rick Couture, superin-
tendent for custodial services, said, "IL· s all 
"The college is not liable [ for damaged 
belongings]" Nigro said. 
ranc~p 
IIA IAN 
RESTAURANT 
EARLY BIRD SPECIALS 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 
Baked Ziti 
Fried Haddock 
All dinners include: 
Bottomless Salad 
Endless Garlic Sticks 
5.95 
6.95 
6.95 
Free Flowing Soda. Tea. and Coffee 
LATE NIGHT SPECIALS 
All You Can Eat Monday - Thursdays ! 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 6.95 
Chicken Wings 6.95 
Drink Specials on: 
Killians Red Pitcher 
Sutter Home White Zinfindel 
(750 ml) 
Dine-in and 
use 
•r;~1 
~ ~ 
823 DanhY Road at Ro~an ~s Corner 
r L 
277-6666 • llan1-l:30mn 
For delivery 
use 
-
-----------------------
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Dedicated 
alumna 
Lillian Vail 
dies at 92 
By Beverly Goodman 
Ithaca College has recently lost perhaps 
its most dedicated alumna. 
Lillian Vail, class of 1926, died Thursday, 
Oct. 29, while vacationing in Crestview, Fla. 
She was 92 years old. 
Vail had been an integral part of Ithaca 
College's alumni association for over 60 
years, and even helped create the College's 
first centralizied alumni office under the ad-
ministration of Leonard Bliss Job, Ithaca 
College's third president. 
She went on lo serve as alumni correspon-
dent in 1947-48, and alumni office secretary 
from 1952-66. 
"I've known every president and worked 
with them all, either as a volumccr or and 
employee," Vail said in a recent interview 
with The Ithacan. 
Vail's involvement with the College was 
never restricted to the administration, faculty 
or alumni. She took an active interest in 
student<;' lives as well -- even going as far a<; 
to let "any student who desperately needed a 
place to live" stay with her. 
During her years as alumni secretary, she 
received a letter from a student asking for 
money lo pau for his schooling. Vail, with 
Laurence Hill, set about organizing a fund 
drive to raise the needed money. 
Vail first came to Ithaca College in the 
spring of 1918 as a voice student. She soon 
switched to Expression, and was a pupil of 
George C. Williams, who later became the 
second president of Ithaca College. 
After graduatii;ig in 1926, Vail stayed at 
Ithaca College as a member of the faculty for 
two more years. She resigned in 1928and left 
The Ithacan/Christopher Burke 
LIiiian Vail 
"Her involvement through-
out the years is unparalled. 
She was certainly one of our 
longest-standing and most 
involved alumna." 
-Stephen Kimmons, 
alumni relations director 
to teach in Roslyn, N.Y. She returned a year 
later, "married to a Comcllian." Vail re-
mained in Ithaca since that time, always 
working with the College in some way. 
Vail's efforts hardly went unnouced. She 
was awarded two alumni citations, one in 
I 942 and one in 1967, as well as a Board of 
Trustees Recognition in 1952, Friends of 
Ithaca College in 1971, as well as the first 
Alumni Distinguished Service Award in l 97 4. 
"Her involvement throughout the years is 
unparalleled," said Alumni Relations Direc-
tor Stephen Kimmons. "She was certainly 
one of our longest-standing and most in-
volved alumna." 
Vail is survived by her son and daughter, 
both Cornell graduates, and nine grandchil-
dren. 
Domino's 
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Greek life, school 
calendar on student 
government agenda 
Congress proposes elimination of fall break 
By Jessica Wing 
A document with governing regulauons 
for Greek organizations interested in becom-
ing affiliated with the College is being re-
viewed by President James J. Whalen. 
The Ithaca College Student Government 
met Tuesday night, Nov. 3 to discuss various 
issues, mainly the prospect of Greek life on 
campus. 
As of now, there arc only two Greek 
organizations recognized by Ithaca College, 
according to Victoria Sadowski, vice presi-
dent of campus affairs. 
However, nine others exist and arc not 
college affiliated -- some of which are trying 
to gain campus recognition, she said. 
But the student congress does not guar-
antee whether it will recognize this proposal. 
The issue is whether the nine Greek organi-
zations want to come on campus and follow 
the regulations, Sadowski said. 
A Greek organization recognized by IC 
differs from one that is not in that the rules 
would be enforced by the college rather than 
New York State, she said. 
Larry Billante, representative for Rowland 
Hall, raised the question of whether the ad-
ministration was ready to accept Greek life 
on campus. Samantha Stein, president of 
student congress, said no one had addressed 
that question yet. 
Sadowski later referred members of stu-
dent congress to the Campus Life meeting, 
where the history of Greek life and its present 
and future status will be reviewed. 
The meeting will be held Thursday, Nov. 
5 at 12:05 p.m. in the Student Activities 
Center. 
Next on the agenda was the 1993 student 
calendar. One of the issues suggested wa<; 
that the proposed study days take the place of 
a fall break. 
The study days would replace the fall 
break period; or, an earlier proposal for reli-
gious holidays, such as Yorn Kippur, Rosh 
Hashana and Good Friday, would substitute 
for fall break. 
The majority of the members present said 
they feel fellow students would not utilize 
these days to study and would instead treat 
them as a vacation. 
The calendar committee has not reached a 
final decision and no final timetable wa<; 
determined to conclude the issue. 
Among the other topics discussed were 
the Hurricane Relief Fund Raiser held on 
Parents' Weekend, in which students signed 
their meals away instead of eating them in the 
cafeterias. If all signers of the fund raiser 
followed through, the amount raised would 
be $1,750. 
Additionally, the off-campus lottery was 
discussed. It was revealed that there will be 
no off-campus lottery for the spring semes-
ter. However, this docs not mean that moves 
off campus will be prohibited for the fall of 
1993. 
The meeting closed with a reminder of 
President Whalen's participation in the meet-
ing Tuesday, Nov. 10. 
Whalen will address any questions that 
students have, as well as comment on various 
subjects that he is concerned about, accord-
ing to Stein. 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1992 
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Corporate head urges student leadership Ithacan 
wins award By Moira Strong 
As Eastern Europe and much of 
the world are restructuring their 
countries and their governments, 
the business world is struggling to 
keep pace with these changes. 
The corporations of America are 
being forced to change as the world 
economy achieves globalization. 
The president and chief executive 
officer of Coming Inc. addressed 
these changes and how his own 
company is reacting to the 
globalization of the world's 
economy. 
RogerG. Ackennan was the third 
speaker in the School of Business' 
Distinguished Speaker Series. He 
addressed the College on Nov. 2. 
David Long, dean of the busi-
ness school, introduced Roger 
Ackerman as one of the most dis-
tinguished business leaders today. 
He spoke of Ackennan 's rise in the 
corporation and his work in keep-
ing pace with world change. 
"The challenges that we face as 
a nation are substantial. One might 
even say daunting. However, there 
are exciting changes that arc taking 
place in American businesses. There 
are many companies large and small 
who are meeting the changes; com-
panies competing very successfully 
in the global market," Long said, 
referring to Coming Inc. 
"I never thought of myself as a 
distinguished speaker," Ackerman 
said laughing, as he began his 
speech. 
The main thrust of Ackerman's 
speech was the changes in the glo-
bal economy and how American 
businesses will adjust to them. Ac-
cording to Ackerman, corporations 
have changed extensively in the 
last few decades as the structure of 
the worlc! changed. 
"If you look at the Fortune 500 
list in 1955, less than 35 percent of 
the companies still exist. Of the top 
25 companies listed in 1955, only 
14 are still in existance. Five of 
them have gone out of business or 
been swallowed up by businesses 
like RCA or Firestone. Of the 14 
that remain, most have undergone 
major changes," Ackerman said. 
Ackerman stated thm the main 
reason most companies from the 
1950s and 1960s do not exist any-
more is that they became too sure of 
themselves and lost touch with the 
public. 
"They were the brightest and the 
best. These powerful companies 
began to build walls around them 
and got smug. They stopped paying 
attention to what the customers were 
saying to them," Ackerman said. 
Relating to the problems of com-
pany ego, Ackerman discussed the 
importance of keeping your ego in 
check as a business leader. He cited 
arrogance as one of the main traps 
for executives to avoid. 
"A successful leader admits their 
mistakes. Don't blame others," 
Ackerman said. He also cited 
abrasiveness and inability to oper-
ate on a team as pitfalls to avoid in 
a leadership position. 
Ackerman said that the indus-
trial age is over and the information 
age has taken over. Computers and 
Lime saving methods have taken 
over the purely tndustnal and labor 
markets of yesterday. "W c' ve made 
the world a smaller and more com-
pcl1Live place with informauon tech-
nology," Ackerman said. 
Ackerman also predicts that the 
workforce will become more em-
powered. 
"It's got Lo become more em-
powered," Ackerman said. "We've 
got to slim out and eliminate hierar-
chy. We've got to survive and be 
quicker on our feet and the only 
way that we'll do that is to start 
letting the workforce call the shots." 
Ackerman said Ithaca College 
students could prepare for future as 
ordinary business leaders by join-
ing any clubs, organizations and 
extracurricular activities possib!c 
and assuming leadership responsi-
bilities in these situations. 
"Leadership is a skill," 
Ackerman said. "You can learn to 
be a leader the same way as you 
learn other skills." 
The Ithacan placed th1rd in 
the Best of Show compctnion 
sponsored by the Associate 
Collegiate Press and the Soci-
ety of Newspaper Design at the 
Associated Collegiate Press/ 
College Media Advisers, Inc. 
convention in Chicago from 
OcL 29 to Nov. I. 
The Ithacan competed with 
more than 45 other non-daily 
tabloid newspapers published 
at four-year institutions. It was 
judged for coverage, layout, 
graphics, photography, design 
continuity and editorial leader-
ship. Publications from the Chi-
cago Arts School and James 
Madison University placed 
ahead of The Ithacan. 
The Ithacan has also been 
awarded a medalist rating (the 
highest possible) by the Co-
lumbia Scholastic Press Asso-
ciation for the past two 
semesters. 
Imitation is tlie sincerest form of f{attery ... 
Presenting the 1992 American Pie "Fan Club" Officers: 
• 
scoTI: President 
JIMMY: Vice President 
LISA: Secretary 
tDear P{ums Staff 
'Tliank§ for tlie 
comp{iment! 
.Love, .9lmerican Pie 
*Some costumes courtesy of Jen B. 
~ 
215 East Seneca Street* Downtown* 277-1769 fi'!'!"~"!'l"'...,.""'!!'~ i 
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Campus Safety Log Housing---continued from front page 
apply for off-campus pennission. 
made a contract with the landlord," 
she said. 
The residential life handbook 
discourages students from signing 
leases or contracts until they re-
ceive written approval from the 
Office of Residential Life. While 
guaranteeing on-campus housing 
for four years, the policy does not 
guarantee pennission to live off-
campus. 
The following inadents are some of 
those reported to The Ithacan by the 
Off1ceof Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Anyone with information regarding 
these entries Is encouraged to contact 
the Ottice of Campus Safety Unless 
otherwise specified, all reported inci-
dents remain under 1nvest1gation 
Friday, October 23· 
Thursday, October 29, 1992 
Friday, October 23 
T A non-student was arrested and 
charged with three counts of petty lar-
ceny for stealing a student's cash card 
and for using the card to take $380 from 
the student's bank account 
T Two students were referred for Jud1-
c1al action for engaging in d1srupbve 
conduct, for violating the College's alco-
hol policy, and fer providing otticers with 
false 1nformabon. Incident occurred at 
the West Tower loading dock. 
T A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of a Seiko watch valued at 
$400. Student reported that the watch, 
left unattended, was stolen from the 
second floor of the library at around 
midnight 
Saturday, October 24 
T Officers responded to the lounge of 
the New Hall upon a report of suspicious 
persons. Two non-students were found 
sleeping in the lounge. Both were vis1-
tors of a student, who was referred for 
Judicial action for failing to take respon-
s1b1lity for the guests 
T A resident of Hudson Heights hied a 
complaint regarding the theft of a bicycle 
valued at $150. Student stated the bi-
cycle was stolen from student's balcony 
area between 12.30 am and 1 pm on 
Oct 24 
Sunday, October 25 
T A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of a radar detector from a student's 
vehicle The student reported that an 
unknown person or persons damaged 
the car window and stole the device 
between Oct 24 and Oct 25 The car 
was parked In R-Lot near Garden Apart-
ment 26 
T Otticers responded to Clarke Hall 
upon a report of a person In a highly 
intoxicated cond1t1on Student was taken 
to the Health Center for treatment and 
was referred for 1udlc1al action for being 
1ntox1cated in a residence hall and for 
possessing false Ident1f1cat1on 
T A staff member filed a complaint re-
garding the theft of property from the 
Dillingham Center stage area between 
11 p m on Oct 24 and 7 a m this date. 
Property consisted of a Peavey speaker 
valued at $300 and a two-foot beaded 
curtain valued at $50. 
Monday, October 26 
't' A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred to a food vending 
machine In Tallcott Hall Someone broke 
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TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF AND YOUR PARTNER 
PROTECTION AGAINST SEXUALLY 
TRANSMITTED DISEASES (STDs) 
Condoms are available at the Ithaca College 
Health Center Medication Room 
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During regular clinic hours 8am to 4pm 
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Weekends Sing Along 
With Player Piano 
STEAKS • PRIME RIB • LOBSTER 
SEAFOOD • CHICKEN• LAMB 
DUCK • SPECIALS 
THB LIVERY 
COCKTAILS I IMPORTED & 
DOMESTIC BEER & WINES 
Dinner 6 p.m. Tues.-Sat. 
Call (607) 539-7724 
2027 Slatterville Rd_ 
Jeweler 
D
O[ . . 
ist1nct1on 
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CALL 
277-TANS 
823 Danby Rd. at 
~ Rogan's Comer 
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1 Traces Tanning And Hair Design i 
I Haircut Special: $3 Off 1 
: . Foil Hi'?hlights: $.5 on: I 
1 
Tanning Special: 3 Sessions tor $12 ] 
L ______________ ~1~-~~~l).=J 
into the machine and removed products 
from inside 
Tuesday, October 27 
McHugh said the policy will not 
change. She said that while some 
students asked for a clause in a 
lease that dissolves their obligation 
if they are not pennitted to move, 
others will not be so lucky. 
"It will be a challenge. They 
T Officers responded to the Hill Center 
upon a report of a person experiencing 
chest pains. Bangs Ambulance re-
sponded and transported the person to 
the Tompkins Community Hospital for 
treatment. 
Tax-------------
T A student was referred for Jud1c1al 
action for being In a highly intoxicated 
condition In the vIcImty of the outdoor 
pool 
Wednesday, Oclober 28 
TA student hied a complaint regarding 
the receipt of a harassing/annoying tele-
phone call on the student's residence 
hall room phone 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Terrace 3 for a fire alarm 
Cause of the alarm was unknown. 
Thursday, October 29 
T Investigation into the fire alarm that 
occurred in Terrace 3 on Oct 28 re-
sulted in a student being referred for 
judicial action for the possession of an 
air pistol in a campus residence hall. The 
pistol was used to damage a heat detec-
tor m the student's room, activating the 
alarm. 
T Officers responded to Hill Center upon 
a report of a person with a leg injury. First 
aid was administered at the scene. Stu-
dent was transported to the Tompkins 
Community Hospital for treatment 
continued from front page 
own thousands of acres of land in 
this county. A lot of people live on 
tax free property. By raising the 
sales tax, everyone pays for gov-
ernment and you can control your 
own destiny to a certain extent." 
Rep. Donald J. Culligan (D-City 
of Ithaca), supported an amend-
ment to increase the tax by only 
one-half percent, but voted against 
the 8 percent proposal. 
"This presents just another cost 
of living factor for the Tompkins 
County community. For the col-
lege kids, it's another penny on gas-
-their income will be spread even 
thinner," Culligan said. 
Nonnal goods and services that 
are bought on a dai I y basis won't be 
terribly affected, Culligan said, but 
buying durable goods such as auto-
mobiles and refrigerators will re-
sult in a significant increase be-
cause of the tax hike. Items that fall 
under a sales tax also include cloth-
ing, food in restaurants and con-
struction materials, to name a few. 
The Tompkins County Cham-
ber of Commerce. which supports 
local businesses and encourages 
investment, opposed the tax hike. 
"Wesuggestedandstronglypro-
moted other means to raise rev-
enue, such as bringing greater ef-
fectiveness into the government's 
spending," said Herbert Brewer, 
president of the Chamber of Com-
merce. He said he fears many stu-
dents and residents will go to other 
counties to do their shopping. 
'Tm afraid to say it, but the 
whole state is going to get it sooner 
or later," Culligan said. "Once they 
(government) start seeing what's 
going to happen, it will not go away. 
· I can guarantee that." Residents in 
neighboring Cortland and Keuka 
Counties arc already subjected to 
an 8 percent sales tax. 
3rd ANNIVERSARY SALE! 
Tommy Hilfiger Shop at IRV LEWIS 
i' O ii 
iH I L F I G E RI 
TOMMY HILFIGER ON DESIGN: 
THE FALL 1992 COLLECTION! 
Tommy Hilfiger's clothes epitomize the best of 
Amencan design: terrific-looking sportswear that 
is as well-priced as it is well made. And for Fall 
1992, Tommy does it again with one of his 
strongest collections to date.The new collection 
offers To111my's distinctive interpretations of 
classically Amencan looks drawn for the Great 
Outdoors as well as the College Campus. The 
result - clothing destined to become New 
Amencan Classics. 
)om us November 6 and 7, while we show case 
Tommy's designs. 
~~y I Tommy Hilfiger Item at regular price get the Second:-·at.30°/4 Of{ 
Second ncm equal or lesser value ' 0 • 
FREE Hilfiger hat with every 
$75 purchase. While supply lasts. 
BIG 
AL'S 
Mon. - Fri. 
11 A.M. - 11 P.M. 
Sat. - Sun. 
Noon - 1 A.M. 
r--------
IRV LEWIS 
ON THE COMMONS 
OPEN 'T!L 9 P.M. THURS. & FR! 
272-3448 
1103 Danby Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
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I Big Al's Party Pack Big Al's Study Break Pack I 
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I FREE DELIVERY I FREE DELIVERY : 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday, 
November 5 
Advance Registration for Spring 1993 
Egbert Hall, 5:30 pm. to 8 p.m. 
HIiiei Shabbat Service, Muller Chapel Sanc-
tuary, 6 p.m. 
SAB FIims, Far and Away, 102 Textor Hall, 
6 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
Off campus applications for Spring 1993 R I b h R available, Residential Life, East Tower Phi Mu Alpha, ec tal, Na en auer oom, 
lobby Ford Hall, 7 p.m. 
Personnel Services, Meeting/Training, 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Rape Education Committee meeting, North 
Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, 1 O a.m. 
Department of Theatre Arts presents Hair, 
Hoerner Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Residential Life, Quads Semi-formal, 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 8 p.m. to 12 
a.m. 
Diversity Awareness Committee meeting, Ph hi E hlbl Th s I J 
North Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, 10:30 a.m. otograp c x t, e yr an ew-
lsh Community In Brooklyn, Muller 
to 12 p.m. Chapel 
SACL Profeaslonal Development, Presen-
tation, Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 10:30 
a.m. to 12 p.m. 
Career Planning & Placement, Successful 
Interviewing, North Meeting Room, Egbert 
Hall, 12 p.m. 
Faculty Colloquium Serles presentation, 
"Rodney King, Reginald Denny, and the 
American Obsession: TV News and Cul-
tural Construction of Racism" by Jill 
SWenson, DeMotte Room, 12:10 p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Recruitment Meeting, Emerson 
Suites, Phillips Hall, 12:15 p.m. to 1 p.m. 
Assistant/Associate Dean's Group meet-
ing, South Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, 1 :45 
p.m. 
Career Planning & Placement, Resume 
Writing Workshop, North Meeting Room, 
Egbert Hall, 3 p.m. 
SACL, Director's Budget Meetings, South 
Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, 3 p.m. 
ACS Workshops, a & A Drop-In Session: 
MacIntosh, Friends 11 o, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Minority Affairs, Training Session, DeMotte 
Room, Egbert Hall, 4 p.m. 
Judicial Affairs, Alcohol/Drug Education 
Seminar, South Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, 
7p.m. 
Oaysprlng meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Egbert Hall, 7 p.m. 
Students Against Violence Against 
Women meeting, DeMotte Room, Egbert 
Hall, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
International Club, Recital, Clarke Lounge, 
Egbert Hall, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Community Service Network, CARE Meet-
ing, Friends 307, 7 p.m. 
Native American Storytelllng Perfor-
mance, Joseph Bruchac, Park Audito-
rium, 7:30 p.m. 
DepartmentofTheatre Arts presents Hair, 
Hoerner Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Muslcal Theatre, Rags!, Muller Chapel, 8 
p.m. 
Community Service Network meeting, 
Friends 301, 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Photographic Exhibit, The Syrian Jew-
1 sh Community In Brooklyn, Muller 
Chapel 
Roy H. Park School Photography Gal-
lery presents Recent Work, an exh1b1t by 
Peter Laytin of Arlington, Mass., main en-
trance, Roy H. Park School of Communica-
tions, 9 a.m. lo 5 p.m. 
Friday, 
November 6 
Advance Registration for Spring 1993 
lnternatlonal/Multlcultural Grant II, Fac-
ultyWorkshop, North Meeting Room, Egbert 
Hall, 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
VPSACL Budget Meeting, South Meeting 
Room, Egbert Hall, 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement, Writing a 
Resume on Word perfect, Friends Computer 
Room, 10 a.m. 
Career Planning and Placement, Graduat-
ing Student Seminar, North Meeting Room, 
Egbert Hall, 3 p.m. 
Phi Kappa Phi, Dinner, Klingenstein Lounge, 
Roy H. Park School Photography Gal-
lery presents Recent Work, an exhibit by 
Peter Laytin of Arlington, Mass., main en-
trance, Roy H. Park School of Communi-
cations, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Saturday, 
November 7 
Faculty Development Workshop, Emerson 
Suites, Phillips Hall, 8 a.m. 
London Center Orientation Program, 
Klingenstein and Clark lounges, Egbert Hall, 
10a.m. 
Kappa Gamma Psi meeting, Terrace 12A 
lounge, 2 p.m. 
Department of Theatre Arts presents Hair, 
Hoerner Theatre, 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
SAB FIims, Far and Away, 102 Textor Hall, 
6 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
College Democrats meeting, Friends 209, 7 
p.m. 
Philosophy & Religious Studies Depart-
ment, Dances of Universal Peace, Clark 
Lounge, Egbert Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
Musical Theatre, Rags!, Muller Chapel, 8 
p.m. 
Counseling Center, AA Meeting, Laub 
Room, Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Photographic Exhibit, The Syrian Jew-
ish Community In Brooklyn, Muller 
Chapel 
Roy H. Park School Photography Gal-
lery presents Recent Work, an exhibit by 
Peter Laytin of Arlington, Mass., main en-
trance, Roy H. Park School of Communi-
cations, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Sunday, 
November 8 
Cathollc Community Mass, Muller 
Chapel, 10 a.m., 1 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
Protestant Community Services, Muller 
Chapel, 11 :30 a.m. 
Protestant Community/Interfaith Reli-
gious Council, Facilitator Training, North 
Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, 12:30 pm. to 
5p.m. 
Junior Recital, Robert Southward, Flute, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 1 pm 
Senior Recital, David Lewis, Sax a phone, 
Ford Hall, 2 p m 
SAB Films, Far and Away, 102 Textor 
Hall, 2 p.m. 
Junior Recital, Ann Stewart, Horn, Ford 
Hall, 4 p.m. 
Diversity Peer Educators meeting, 
DeMotte Room, Egbert Hall, 5 p.m. 
SAB Films, Cutting Edge, 1 02 Text or 
Hall, 6 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. 
Mus!cal Theatre, Rags!, Muller Chapel, 8 
p.m. 
BIGala meeting, South Meeting Room, 
Egbert Hall, 6:30 p.m. 
Diversity Peer Educators, DeMotte 
Room, Egbert Hall, 6:30 p.m. 
Students Against Violence Against 
Women meeting, Room 110, Phillips Hall, 
8p.m. 
Senior Recital, Lynne Jacobsen, Flute, 
Ford Hall, 8:·15 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon meeting, Terrace 12A 
Lounge, 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
Photographic Exhibit, The Syrian Jew-
ish Community In Brooklyn, Muller Chapel 
Roy H. Park School Photography Gallery 
presents Recent Work, an exhibit by Peter 
Laytin of Arlington, Mass., main entrance, 
Roy H. Park School of Communications, 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Monday, 
November 9 
Advance Registration for Spring 1993 
Discovery Day 
Student Government Awareness Week 
Accounting Club, Executive Board meet-
ing, Conference Room, Egbert Hall, 9:30 
a.m. to 11 a.m. 
Interfaith Religious Council meeting, 
Phillips Room, Muller Chapel,.2 p.m. 
Community Service Network meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, 6:30 p.m. 
Student Government Executive Board 
meeting, Conference Room, Egbert Hall, 6 
p.m. 
HabHatfor Humanity meeting, Friends 208, 
7 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Faculty Council meeting, South Meeting 
Room, Egbert Hall, 7:30 p.m 
SASP meeting, South Meeting Room, 
Phillips Hall, 8 p.m. 
Rape Education Committee, Date At 
Eight, Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. 
American Marketing Association Pro-
gram, RJR Nabisco, Emerson Suites, 
Phillips Hall, 8 p.m 
Sign Language Club meeting, Laub Room, 
Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Dimensions meeting, Friends 208, 8 p.m 
Student Government Association, Stu-
dent Congress meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Egbert Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
International Club meeting, DeMotte 
Room, Egbert Hall, 8:45 p.m. 
Photographic Exhibit, The Syrian Jew-
ish Community In Brooklyn, Muller 
Chapel 
Roy H. Park School Photography Gal-
lery presents Recent Work, an exhibit by 
Peter Laytin of Arlington, Mass., main en-
trance, Roy H. Park School of Communica-
tions, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
November 11 
Advance Registration for Spring 1993 
Student Government Awareness Week Excel Workshop, Clarke Lounge, Egbert 
Hall, 7 p.m. AIDS Working Group meeting, Confer-
Second Century Symposia, "The Future 
of the Environment In East-Central Eu-
rope," lmre Tamas, Emerson Suites, 
Phillips Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
IC Environmental Society meeting, North 
Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, 8 p.m. 
IC Players Drama Club meeting, Dillingham 
1, 8p.m. 
IC American Advertising Federation meet-
ing, Friends 210, 8 p.m.to 9:30 p.m. 
Imo Jagun, Dramatic Performance of 
Konvergence, Emerson Suites, Phillips 
Hall, Sp.m. 
Photo Exhibit Reception, Professor Bar-
bara Johnson, Sephardic Cuisine, Muller 
Chapel, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Bureau of Concerts (BOC) meeting, South 
Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, 8:45 p.m. 
Diversity Peer Educators/CD Players, 
Troupe Performance, Towers Dining Hall, 
9 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
Photographic Exhibit, The Syrian Jew-
ish Community in Brooklyn, Muller Chapel 
Roy H. Park School Photography Gallery 
presents Recent Work, an exhibit by Peter 
Laytin of Arlington, Mass., main entrance, 
Roy H. Park School of Communications, 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Tuesday, 
November 10 
Advance Registration for Spring 1993 
Student Government Awareness Week 
SACL, Director's Budget Meeting, SouH1 
Meeting Room. Egbert Hall, 9 am 
Staff Council, Benefits Committee, Con-
ference Room, Egbert Hall, 10 a m to 11 30 
a.m. 
American Marketing Association Execu-
tive Board meeting, Conference Room. 
Egbert Hall, 12 p.m. 
Interfaith Religious Council meeting, 
Muller Chapel, 12 p.m. 
International Club, Executive Board Meet-
ing, DeMotte Room, Egbert Hall, 12 p.m to 
12:50 p.m. 
Amnesty International meeting, Friends 
Hall, Room 203, 12:10 p.m to 1 05 p.m 
Office of International Programs, Study 
Abroad Orientation (notthe London Cen-
ter), Klingens!ein Lounge, Egbert Hall, 6 
p.m. to 8 p.m. 
ence Room, Egbert Hall, 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Planning Meeting, Conference 
Room, Egbert Hall, 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Campus Crusade meeting, South Meet-
ing Roorn, Egbert Hall, 6:30 p.m. 
SOAR weekly meeting, Williams 302, 
8 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
College Democrats meeting, Friends 209, 
7p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement, Cam-
pus Recruiting, North Meeting Room, 
Egbert Hall, 7 p.m. 
Second Century Symposia, November 
Days, Documentary fllm by Marcel 
Ophuls, Park Auditorium, 7 p.m. 
Catholic Community Share Group, Laub 
Room, Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. 
SAB, Comedian Joey Cole, Pub/Coffee-
house, Phillips Hall, 8 p.m. 
Photographic Exhibit, The Syrian Jew-
ish Community In Brooklyn, Muller 
Chapel 
Roy H. Park School Photography Gal-
lery presents Recent Work, an exh1b1t by 
Peter Laytin of Arlington, Mass., main en-
trance, Roy H. Park School of Communica-
!1ons, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
Recruiting 
Announcements 
Contact the Office of Career Pla;ar1nci & 
Placement for rr1 o~e 1nforrnatron reg;:ird- ng 
these 1te:-rs 
November 6: 
Resumes Due: 
Conde Naste Publications for Entry 
Level in NY only L1oera1 Arts and Dece'11-
ber grads 
General Electric for various positions. 
November 9: 
Resumes Due: 
United Neighborhood Houses for Vari-
ous Positions in NYC only. All maiors 
Clti-bank for Management Assocciates 
1n NYC and nationwide All rnaiors 
November 11: 
Resumes Due: 
Goldstein, Golub, Kessler and Co. for 
Staff Accountants 1n NYC Accounting 
majors. 
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OPINION 
Bush's failure, 
Clinton's victory 
The long and winding 1992 presidential campaign finally ground to 
a halt Tuesday night, as Bill Clinton became the 42nd President of the 
United States. The repercussions from the Clinton/Gore electoral 
landslide will be felt for years to come. Their victory signals the end of 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
a 12-year Republican 
stranglehold on the White 
House, and with it, the 
trickle-down economics that have left the country in an economic 
lurch. But this is not a new scenario. Sixty years ago, a Democrat took 
the White House after 12 years of Republican-ism, and in the clutches 
of a depression, put the country back on its feet again. Bill Clinton now 
has the mandate to repeal the New Deal miracle of Franklin Roosevelt. 
I HAVe 1HR~ wrrlJSSSES 
WHO WIU.. VeR,F9 MQ CH~Rees. 
I LETTERS 
November S, 1992 
To .the college-aged generation, those voters between 18-24 years of 
age, congratulate yourselves. Whoever you voted for, be proud that our 
age group came out of its voting shell on Tuesday and set a precedent 
for years to come. But let's not stop now. Just because the election has 
ended docs not mean that issues should fade. We need Lo hold the 
members of the House and Senate accountable during their entire 
tenns, not just the sliver of time when they run for re-election. S Lay 
involved in the political process so that our generation can make the 
differences in the years ahead. As one IC professor said after "the 
dawn had killed the moon" early Wednesday morning, 'Tm excited for 
you. Things look better for your future than they did hours ago." 
Republican claims Ithacan election 
coverage favored Democrats, Clinton 
Clinton and his running mate Sen. Al Gore of Tennessee, clobbered 
Republican incumbent George Bush and Texas billionaire H. Ross 
Perot in easy fashion. The unfocused Bush campaign should be blamed 
for not recognizing that the faltering economy was, and still is, the 
number one issue on the minds of the voters. Mr. Bush had the entire 
campaign (not to mention four years in office) to address the recession 
and offer a coherent plan for continued growth dunng a second term. 
Instead, Bush tried to woo voters by talking about character, trust and 
family values. Don't be surprised if you never hear Republicans 
mention the latter two words again. Bush was not a leader, he was a 
president who led by veto. Instead of jumping into the trenches and 
making compromises with Congress, Bush simply vetoed any piece of 
legislation that he didn't like. That's not leadership -- that's cowardice. 
Bill Clinton will work with Congress and quickly pass legislation that 
makes sense, like the Family Leave Bill. One Bush bill that actually 
did pass -- the Clean Air Act -- was brutally gutted by "Big Business" 
and special-interest groups under the guise of Vice President Dan 
Quayle's Council on Competitiveness. 
As political pundit Clarence Page said a month ago in the Park 
Auditorium,"George Bush is not a visionary, he's a crisis manager." 
Think back to February 1991. The Persian Gulf War had ended in a 
deadly flurry of Patriot Missiles and Smart Bombs. Bush had brought 
together an unprecedented coalition of force to evict Saddam Hussein 
from Kuwait His popularity rating hovered near 90 percent. He could 
not possibly lose the 1992 election with that kind of nationwide 
support Yet 21 months later, Bush is packing his bags. As he forgot 
the American people and concentrated on foreign policy initiatives like 
"winning the Cold War" as the ecqnomy worsened, Bush sealed his 
own fate, once seemingly impossible, in less than two years time. 
Bill Clinton is not perfect Watch closely his first foreign policy 
test -- most likely the situation in fonner Yugoslavia -- to see if he can 
handle the uncharted waters of international diplomacy. As he builds 
his cabinet and begins his presidency, watch as Bill Clinton's pledge to 
fight hard for the rights of llll Americans comes true. 
William Rubenstein 
Opinion Editor 
The ITHACAN 
Ithaca College's weekly student newspaper 
269 Park Hall, Ithaca College 
953 Danby Road, Ithaca N.Y. 14850-7258 
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Managing Editor . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .................... Beverly Goodman 
News Editors .................................. Jeff Selingo, Chris Lewis 
Entertainment Editor .......................................... Chris Gervais 
Assistant Entertainment Editor ........................ Aaron Williams 
Sports Editors ................. Scott D. Matthews, Scott L. Matson 
I wa'> appalled at the blatant, 
one-sided reporting displayed in the 
Oct. 29 issue of The Ithacan. 
Throughout the election race, edi-
tors of various media have been 
usmg their positions as a soapbox 
for their political views, for the 
most part being pro-Clinton, or at 
least anti-Bush. But now this type 
of bad journalism has reared its 
ugly head on the Ithaca campus. 
Now finding a Republican on a 
college campus in a Democrat state 
such as New York is no small task, 
but we arc here, and we feel we are 
not being represented. It seem seven 
our own college paper has bowed 
down to the special interests, in-
stead of keeping to objective jour-
nalism. If we can't have fair cover-
age at this level, how do we hope to 
have objective reporting in the fu-
ture when these people get into the 
job market? 
Objectivity is one of the key 
criteria of news quality along with 
balance and fairness. William Allen 
White, who was the editor of the 
Coddington Road 
resident says 
College must act 
Our family is one of Ithaca 
College's closest permanent resi-
dents: We- live within sight of the 
Coddington Road exit of IC. We 
enjoy living here very much but we 
have a serious concern: the lack of 
safety on Coddington Road between 
the IC exit and the Hudson Street 
(three way) stop sign. 
On weekend party nights, stu-
dents frequently walk in groups, 
sometimes four or five abreast. One 
night, several days after a pedes-
trian was killed there, groups of 
people were actually sitting on the 
road. On school nighL<;, students 
Emporia Gazelle and a media phi-
losopher said, "!good journalism 
is] the facts fairly and honestly pre-
sented; truth will take .care of it-
self." But in noway docs last week's 
paper reflect this. 
I am in no way calling into ques-
tion the paper's integrity, but I am 
questioning the paper's fairness and 
honesty in presentation. First off, at 
the top of the paper a caption says, 
"Clinton offers best presidential 
package, page 12." 
Now this article is in the opinion 
section, where it should be, but the 
caption makes no mention that this 
is an opinion, but states it as a fact 
Instead the editor could have put 
"Clinton offers best presidential 
package, Opinion ... page 12." 
Second, also on the front page, 
the co-president of the IC Demo-
crats gets a two column outquote, 
knocking Perot This is a small de-
tail, but it is quite prominent on the 
front page and given to a Democrat 
The next two details are what 
really enraged me. They have a 
return from their classes or the li-
brary along the road. They've for-
gotten that nighttime pedestrians 
should wear light-colored clothing 
and walk against oncoming traffic. 
The only solution is a sidewalk. 
The owners of the properties would 
be responsible for the cost, which 
many owner-occupiers and land-
lords either cannot afford or are 
unwilling to pay. 
My proposal is that Ithaca Col-
lege either build the sidewalk or 
contribute substantially to a fund to 
build it. It is terrifying to drive or 
walk along Coddington Road, built 
as a country road long ago, now 
zoned for urban density. The safety 
of many people is at stake. 
Linda Holzbaur 
Coddington Road 
Assistant Sports Editor .................................. Lauren Semmel 
Photo Editor ........................................... Gregory DiBernardo 
What's Happening Page Editor ...................... Kristin Krueger 
Copy Editor .................................................. Tracy Bernstein 
Junior claims Phyllis Schlafly 
hypocritical, 'an insult to women' 
Advertising Director............... . . . . . . ............... Eric Stasiowski "I am woman hear me roar .... " 1 
Asst. Advertising Directors ........... Hilary Walton.Monica Olivio am not some passive woman who 
Classifieds/Comics Editor .............................. Brett Bossard will sit back and allow an anti-
Business Manager ........................................... Jason Cole woman hke Phyllis Schlatly try to 
Distribution Manager ...................................... .Dana Salvo control my body. As an educated 
Manager, Student Publications ........................ Paul Heaton woman who has obtained presugc 
All letters to the editor should be received by 5 pm the lvfonday and power, Phyllis Schlafly is an 
preceding publtcatJon. They should include wr,ter's name. insult to women. 
phone number, major and year of graduation Al though she has herself reaped 
Letters must be less than 500 words and typewritten 
The Ithacan reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity and taste the rewards of a white, male domi-
Opmions expressed on these pages do not necessanly reflect those of IC natcd society, she is trying to deny 
faculty, staff and administration. "The lthacan's View· represents the maJOnty this right Lo others. Schlafly sickly 
opinion of the newspaper's e!'ecut1ve staff auempled to wm the emotions of 
Founded in 1930 people, but abortion is not just a 
-----------'--''-'C...;;;;.;:..~=....;~:::....::...-------__J 
moral issue, it's a political one. The 
government regulation of people's 
bodies will not end with abortion. It 
will expand to contraceptives and 
will probably extend to restrict di-
vorce laws in order to keep hetero-
sexual, patriarchal power alive. 
Phyllis, if you believe so strongly 
that a woman's place is in the home 
(barefoot and pregnant), why don't 
you go back there and leave us 
alone. 
Jessica Greenebaum 
Sociology '94 
photo of the rally given by the IC 
Republicans on Oct. 23, not only 
having a picture in which a "Clinton/ 
Gore" campaign poster is dominat-
ing the photo, but you can hardly 
distinguish the "Bush/Quayle" cam-
paign posters in the background! It 
was our rally! The caption below 
reads "Protesters and supporters 
clashed at IC Republican Party rally 
last Friday, Oct. 23 at the free speech 
rock." 
No mention of our speakers or 
what we had to say! For the coupe 
de grace, there is an article an-
nouncing the Democratic rally on 
Oct 29 right below the photo. We 
got no such coverage before our 
rally, or an article saying that we 
were there, or what was said. 
Now I know that this letter will 
be printed after the election, but I 
felt that such obvious unfairness 
could not go unanswered. 
Todd Post 
IC Republicans 
TV/R '96 
(F odd Posi is an Ithacan staff member.) 
Terrace President: 
look into better 
campus lighting 
This letter is written in response 
to the editorial by Jeffrey Selingo, 
"Come out of the dark on campus 
lighting," (Oct 22) and the letter 
written by John Oblak, vice presi-
dent for student affairs and campus 
life, "Aftereditorial,CampusSafety 
will look into dark areas," (Oct. 29) 
concerning the lack of adequate 
lighting at various locations on cam-
pus. 
As president of Terrace Three, I 
have spoken to mem hers of Terrace 
Three's Hall Council, as well as 
Terrace Three residents, concern-
ing their feeling on the present 
amount of light available on the 
access road leading from the upper 
TowersparkinglottoTerraceThrce. 
The response was overwhelm-
ingly consistent: it's not enough. 
ResidcnL') revealed their hastiness 
in ascending the road at night be-
cause of its darkness. 
On behalf of Terrace Three, I 
would like to express my full sup-
port that this matter be looked into 
as quickly and effectively as pos-
sible. 
Thank you for your immediate 
attention to this problem. 
Amy Dobstaff 
President, Terrace Three, 
Physical Therapy '95 
November 5 1992 
LETTERS 
Humor columnist apologizes, 
criticiz<!d ·for insensitivity again 
Ms Leon's accusation stems from a humor 
article I wrote for the Oct. 22 Ithacan in which 
I took the IC library to task. One of my 
comments made within the text of the com-
mentary made reference to library copy cards 
as "a piece of plastic that looks like a Third 
World nation's leading credit card." 
Ms. Leon is from Mexico, which she says 
is a Third World nation, and therefore took 
offense to my comment. Let me start by 
apologizing to Ms. Leon for causing her to 
feel "Americans have a lot to learn about the 
repercussions of their ethnocentricity." Ob-
viously, the intent of tny article was not to 
generate hate mail from Mexicans. (Librar-
ians, perhaps, but not Mexicans.) 
But let me continue by saying that I stand 
behind every word I printed in my Oct. 22 
article, I 00 percent My purpose as a humor 
columnist, Ms Leon, is twofold. First, obvi-
ously, I want to make people laugh. And 
judging from the numerous compliments I 
have received towards my articles, I have 
succeeded in doing so. 
Second, I write to bring up concerns around 
campus I would like to see remedied. There 
arc many problems with the library, for ex-
ample, that have not improved over my three 
and a half years here. Had I written the library 
article in the style of this letter (a.k.a. "very 
boring") it would not be read by the majority 
of students. 
Humor allows me to make a commentary 
in a way I hope is memorable to students 
(hence, my use of absurd exaggerations), 
many of whom would not generally read a 
standard editorial or opinion column other-
wise. Through my style of humor, I try to 
make students laugh first and then say to 
themselves, "Heck, he's got a point there." 
I make fun of nearly everyone, Ms. Leon, 
especially myself. And I have received no 
negative feedback because of it. Just lucky, I 
guess. Of course, that doesn't mean I haven't 
angered anyone. 
One arucle I wrote last year poked fun at 
PresidentJamesJ. Whalen in such a way that, 
had he taken it literally, could have offended 
him. Instead, I received a letter from him 
complimenting me on the article. That's be-
cause Whalen knows I write humor, not d1s-
gu1sed malicious attacks on other countries. 
As the old saying goes, "If you can't laugh 
at yourself, who can you laugh at?" I sympa-
thize with citizens of Third World nauons, 
having spent a month in Peru in 1990 and 
seeing the horrible poverty and living condi-
tions there first-hand. But I a<;sure you, there 
was no intent on my behalf Lo prove in my 
article that the United States is superior to 
Third World nations. 
Ms. Leon, I'm just your a vcragc Joe Smoc. 
The most controversial thing I've done in my 
life was to dip Oreos into split pea soup. I 
hones ti y do not feel my articles come off w I th 
"obvious ignorance and condescension." 
Heck, this is Ithaca, NY the "Politically 
Correct capital of the world.'' I constantly 
censor my own work because of it and then 
show itto three or four other students for their 
reaction. If they don't laugh (which is 
oftentimes the case), I chuck it. If they tell me 
my article would be strongly offensive to 
Good Humor truck drivers, I again, throw it 
in my wastepaper ba<;ket, uh, I mean, my 
recycling bin. 
Whether you still disagree with me or not, 
Ms. Leon, at lca<;L you now know where I 
stand, and will continue to stand on future 
articles. I do appreciate your comments, how-
ever, as criticism is a vital part of journalism. 
And thanks for reading. 
Pat Holland 
TV/R '93 
Reader says satirist should be 'more sensitive' 
, . . . 
I was shocked to read the line "having no 
choice but to spend all $10 on a piece of 
plastic that looks like a third world nation's 
leading credit card" in the article "little shop 
of horrors" by Pat Holland (Ithacan, Oct. 22.) 
It is a very insensitive remark to be made in 
a college newspaper where there are also 
students from the so-called "Third World" 
nations. It was offensive to the students com-
ing from developing countries how a library 
card that was considered worthless by the 
writer could be compared to a leading credit 
card of those countries. 
It is not a matter of what developing 
countries were compared to, although I would 
not be too surprised to learn that the writer 
has never been to any of these nations and 
perhaps does not even know that a mass of the 
population has not heard of the fancy credit 
cards let alone using it. Does the writer also 
know that the very small number of the 
population that does use credit cards uses 
Visa, Mastercard and American Express? 
Again, the fact that the library card was 
compared lo the credit cards of developing 
countries is not the greatest matter of con-
cern. However, the manner and the tone in 
which it was used and presented was offen-
sive to me and especially the highlighting of 
the statement as "humour." The writer seems 
to have the picture of the developing nations 
based on media images which hardly men-
tion the positive and beautiful sides of these 
countries.They only show starving figures. 
As a woman coming from Nepal, I have 
learned to appreciate the beauty of simple 
lifestyle led by Lhc majority of the population 
in this whole world and believe in the im-
mense potential of entire humanity, rather 
than looking down on people who do not 
have glitzy credit cards. No matter how Pat 
Holland formed the image of developing 
nations, his view definitely portrays the cth-
nocentricity of a person who is almost i!ying 
to judge other nations by the look of a crcd11 
card, or to be more accurate, on only its 
monetary value. Docs Western capitahsuc 
society have to be the yardstick to measure 
every other culture in the world? It would 
probably be wiser to know that there arc 
some cultures out there which do not place 
equal importance on material gain as West-
ern Society docs and arc happy to keep up 
their traditional values. 
It is quite obvious that Holland's 
ovcrpouring of anger has obscured him from 
seeing the other side of "humour" but some-
one who writes fora college newspaper should 
be more sensitive to these issues and be wcll-
read. 
Sangita Sidyal 
Exploratory '95 
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By Rena M. DiFilippo 
What should the president's first priority 
be within the first l 00 days of the next term? 
Chris Poe 
Exploratory '95 
"He should try to ad-
equately address the 
needs of our inner 
cities." 
James Stefanakos 
Chemical Engineer '96 
"He should try to ~et the 
economy back on Its feet 
and also concentrate more 
on the national problems 
such as hunger and the 
homeless." 
Colleen O'Leary 
Speech Pathology '96 
"The first priority should 
have something to do with 
health care." 
Latsamy Dongsavanh 
International Business 
'96 
"He should try to 
reduce the recession 
because people are 
losing jobs at a tremen-
dous rate." 
Shani Simon 
Spanish '94 
"The new president 
should familiarize 
himself with foreign 
relations especially if he 
has had no prior expen-
cnce." 
Brian Giering 
Accounting '96 
"He should begin to deal 
with the debt and then 
make people aware that 
significant changes will 
begin to occur." 
The joke's on us if we don't think about the words we use 
By Michael Uva 
Everyone loves a good joke. If there is 
one thing we value in this country, it's our 
right to say just about anything, and this 
COMMENTARY 
unqualified free-
dom inevitably 
contributes to our 
disillusionment that anything we say in jest 
has no enduring effect - "It's just a joke." So 
we don't see the danger that our off-color 
humor creates. 
Dr. Gary Spencer's presentation on JAP 
baiting (Oct. 27) made it all too clear how 
racial and religious stereotypes and sexist 
attitudes infiltrate our mentalities through 
seemingly harmless jokes and everyday con-
versation. 
Ethnic jokes and casual sexist commenL5 
are far more threatening to us than any iso-
lated racist faction from the lunatic fringe. 
The acceptance of stereotypes in our every-
day talk and humor somehow makes it OK to 
make a character judgment about an entire 
race, gender, or religion, as long as it's ma 
humorous vein. 
In effect, the jokes desensitize us to the 
very fundamentals of hatred: if we can laugh 
at a blonde joke or make a clever remark 
about a black student, it makes it that much 
harder to notice incidents of sexism and rac-
ism in their more obvious manifestations. As 
our tolerance for the stereotype grows, we 
become more and more pa<;sive and ineffec-
tual; we become part of the problem. 
I'm not going to claim moral supenority in 
saying all this. It would be hypocriucal to 
offer these observauons without acknowl-
edging my own failure to sec the greater 
implications of all the irresponsible com-
mcnL~ I've made, or tolemtcd "in the name ol 
humor." 
So I won't cast the first stone. I merely 
suggest that there has to be a point where we 
straighten out our pnontics and place higher 
value on human dignlly and cultural cl1verslly 
than on a good laugh. 
If we can confront a per,on who make, an 
ethnic Joke rather than 1gnonng such "w11." 
we become pan of the soluuon again. Our 
refusal to accept ignorant comments shows 
others that we don't sec the"e remarks as 
"harmless." and m obJC(_·ung to the stereo-
type, we set an example for others to follow 
If we can view sexist comments not as play-
ful fun but as subtle contributors 10 the ob_1cc-
11fication of women, we arc le,\ likely 10 
shrug off sexual harassment and a,sault in 
our communny 
The abillly to recogm1c r:.1c1~111 and n11-
sogyny on a smale scale 01X'ns our eyes and 
increases our potenual for directly confront-
mg these problem" m our society 
It's a small step. but 1f we fail 10 lake ,omc 
kmd of rcspon,1b1hty, the Joke's on u,. 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT! 
Doing the time 
warp with 'Hair' 
BJ Candice Bingham scnt1mcntsandprolannyrcsultcdmSuprcme 
Jdc<1hsm. d1vers1ty and peace were the Court decisions; that upheld the First Amend-
!hemauc stnngs that held together the 1968 ment and helped pave the way for futurl' 
mus1rnl "Hair,· m 1L'i official opening on m1suc endeavors re1mrdmg freedom of cx-
decuon day. press1on. 
The timing of"Hair'"s opening could not One of the few, plot-like clemenL'i of the 
haveheenmoreappropn- ~--· ---------~ playcenteredonClaude's 
ate.Astheactorssangand THEATER (David Villella)receiptof 
danced, the show's call his draftcard and subse-
for hope and change, REVIEW quent mdecis1on about 
Americans across the whether or not to bum 1t. 
United States cast therr A series of musical hallu-
ballots in an optimistic desire for the same. cmations explored Claude's fear and hatred 
The musical, without a structured plot, 1s of war and was followed by a short, but an 
a loosely connected series of scenes and incredibly moving dance performed by Berger 
music that are based on a concept, rather than (Eric J. Young). 
a specific story. Although lacking substantial narrative, 
"Lay Don't Slay," "I Saw God and She's this group of IC students expressed the issues 
Black,""SaveWater,ShowerWithaFriend," and emotions of this show with the type of 
were signs held aloft during one musical expertise one has come to expect from this 
number and characterized the message of this group. 
musical. The entire cast deserves recogniuon for 1L ... 
The set contained a wild array of peace outstanding performance. The singing and 
symbols, road signs and initially maintained dancing, the only means of telling the story, 
a large patchwork sheet on which images of transported the audience to the attitudes, moral 
the counter-culture were flashed. Topical torments and political slavery that played an 
messages such as "Bring Our Boys Home" integral part in the lives of members of the 
were written on signs, while a one-way sign counter-culture. 
pointing downward effectively captured the Because "Hair" is a period piece and au-
wry sense of frustration that traditionally thenticity is necessary, corded microphones 
characterized the "hippie's" view of society. were used for all of the solos. The show was 
__J 
This concept musical, the first of its kind, exceptionally well choreographed to accom-
used songs to individually provide different modatc this and the actors who climbed, 
messages. jumped and rolled with the microphones per-
The song, 'Tm Black," lists the many formed the difficult task with grace and f1-
qercotypes that the African-American popu- ncssc. 
lation of America has been labeled with. The Perfonnances of note were those of sev-
song showed the ridiculous nature of these eral leads as well as that of the impromptu 
Photo courtesy of Chris DelVecch10 
"Hair" castmembers (from left) Eric Young '93, Scott McDowell '94, Deanna Cooke 
'94, Caroline McMahon '94 and David Villella '93 raise their signs in protest. 
characterizations. appearance of an understudy. 
study to step into her role. Meghan Murphy, Murphy took center stage for the next number 
who was a general understudy and had not while most of the audience remained un-
specifically learned the role, knew the danc- aware of the switch. As the first Broadway show to provide Backstage, a different type of show was 
substantial interracial casting, it broke last- played out unbeknownst to the audience. An 
ing ground within the profession as well as injury to one of the leads, Chrissy (Caroline 
society. The sexual themes, nudity, anti-war McMahon), made it necessary for an under-
ing and was chosen. After a quick costume Arno Selco, "Hair's" director, said that 
change and instructions from McMahon as to Murphy displayed the skill and presence of 
which scenes were left to be perfonned, See ''Theater," page 18 
Oh, the horror 
Dan Amrich '93, Rebecca Soulette '93 and Sunshine Brown 
'93 wait in line to see "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" 
shown Friday, Oct. 30 in Textor Hall. 
Arts extravaganza 
Renowned storyteller to perform at IC 
By Kate Hendery 
A ward winning storyteller, poet, 
and wnter Joseph Bruchac will 
present "From First to Last Frost: 
An Evening of Music, Poetry and 
Storytelling in the Native Ameri-
can Tradition" at Ithaca College 
this Thursday, Nov. 5. 
Bruchac 's stories are retellings 
of traditional Native American talcs 
from the Abenaki and the Iroquois, 
as well as his original poetry and 
creative writing. 
His works have appeared in more 
than 500 magazines and antholo-
gies. In add1uon, Bruchac has pub-
lished two novels, two non-fiction 
books and 14 collections of poetry. 
His most recent e ffon 1s a children· s 
book called "Thirteen Moons on 
Turtle's Back." 
Burchac's unique storytelling 
style draws from his own Abenaki 
ancestry. He uses traditional Na-
uve American instruments, guitar, 
and American Indian sign language 
during his enlightening perfor-
mances. His programs also include 
traditional music ranging from 
Adirondack ballads to Abenak1 
songs to his personal compositions. 
Barbara Johnson, anthropology 
professor at IC, has seen pnor per -
formances by Bruchac. "[Bruchac I 
conveys trad1t1onal cultural values 
and lessons rn a very en_1oyahle 
way," Johnson said. 
The storyte lier graduated from 
Cornell University, attended SyTa-
cuse Universny andcarnedh1sPh.D. 
rn Comparative Literature at Union 
Graduate School. 
He has been a writer m residence 
at instituuons such as Columbia 
University and Hamilton College, 
several local libraries and Indian 
reservauon schools. He has also 
spent time te<1chrng in Ghana, West 
Africa. 
Bruchac · s appearance comes m 
con_1uncuon with Ithaca College's 
ccntenmal and with Nauve Amen-
can Awareness Momh. The pm-
gram 1~ scheduled for 7:30 p.m. m 
the Rov H. Park Hall Aud1tonum 
The pe~formance )~ free and open to 
the puhhc 
IC Orchestra and choral join for 'Requiem' 
"Messa da Requiem," Giuseppe 
Verdi's classic work memorializ-
ing the great Italian wnlcr 
Alessandro Manzoni, will be per-
formed by the Ithaca College Or-
chestra and Choral Limon -- com-
posed of the Choir, Chorus, and 
Women's Chorale -- m two ~pec1al 
centcnmal concerb. 
The premiere performance ol till' 
''Requiem·· came 1n IX7-l llll lhL' 
I irsl ann1 ver,an· ot \fan/(JO 1 ·, 
death. V crd1, con,1llcrL'd h\' m,m, 
to he the loremo,t ltali.m comi)(>,,·r 
ol his lllllC' wou ldgo l )fl Ill l ( HHlllL I 
the work more than any other. 
At Ithaca, the concerts com-
memorate a ,toned trad1uori ol 
music educauon over the past I()() 
years. 
··we dedicate th1, rx:rlonnancc 
to tho,e who haw preceded u:s and 
.ire mdehted to them lllr thL'lr tl·ad1-
mg. lcadcr,h1p ,ind ,·1,1nn.'' ,;ll(j 
c·l111ducl0d.a,, rL·nc e I )ul'l1kr 
Fc',illJrL'd \l>lt>lsl., lllLlll1k f-.:111 
l~\'LIIL'r-hl\, I llll'//\\ \l\j 1r,llll\l. ·" 
·.,,·II ,I\ ,l\\ll(i,llc' lllll\lL Jll<'lc'\\lll, 
( '.1rol \k.\1111, 1,l>Jlr,111<1,. il.1, Ill 
l'.1rl-.,, ll'll<'r1.111,I l{.111d1c· l\l,1<1d111c: 
1 hantonel 
Sc·heduled ll1 he held 1n the 
Waltcr B. Ford Hall Audnonurn ,ll 
X: 1 :'i p.rn on Frnlav, Nov. I> and al 
_, pm on Sunday, Nov. l'.i. the 
perforn1a11ce, arc free and opc·n lo 
the public hut rcqum: uckcl, tor 
,ldllll\\llHl 
·1 IL"i-.L'I, .!fl' ,l\,lil,ihk JI lhl.' 
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Musical mecca 
Ithaca and Collegetown are 
attracting more prominent bands 
By Aaron Williams 
and Chris Gervais 
Wnh over 20,000 studcnLs in the Ithaca 
area, there arc many different tastes in music. 
Whether it be altcmati vc acLs, rap or thrash 
metal, there will usually be an audience. 
Recently, two local clubs, Max's and The 
Haunt, have been picking up on this, and 
have been bringing diverse acts to Ithaca. 
In the past months, pcrfonners from nearly 
every musical genre have pcrfonned. "The 
crowd is so diverse [in Ithaca], we can sell out 
[the group] Widespread Panic one night and 
Prong the next," said Doug Lay aw the owner 
of Max's. 
"Ithaca now is being recognized as a le-
gitimate music market," said John Peterson, 
owner of The Haunt "With two other estab-
lishments drawing in acts, it has created a 
more competitive musical market. 
"Another room [Max's] trying to do more 
entertainment has led to the public percep-
tion that there is [more] goodmusic,"Peterson 
said. Although the Haunt and Max's are in 
competition, it has worked out that the two 
have rarely booked major shows at the same 
time, leading to more people going out and 
listening to more music, according to 
Peterson. However, because of this competi-
tion, neither owner would comment on acts 
they were trying to get. 
"Most students [at Cornell and Ithaca 
College] come from around the New York 
City area where they're used to having a lot 
of national bands come," said Layaw. 
Layaw took over Max's in March, 1991 
and has been working to make contacts with 
the people who book groups. However, The 
Haunt has been a musical hotbed since the 
"Ithaca now is being recog-
nized as a legit_imate music 
market. With two other estab-
lishments drawing in acts it 
has created a more, competi-
tive musical market. " 
-John Peterson, 
owner, The Haunt 
early '80s. "We've been doing prominent 
entertainment for 12 years now," Peterson 
said. Some of L'le acts he has booked in the 
past include Stevie Ray Vaughn, Robert Cray 
and the 10,000 Maniacs. 
Some of the artists perfonning here may 
not be household names, but some are on the 
verge of stardom. About this time last year, 
Peterson booked a little-known band called 
Pearl Jam. This was before the Seattle group 
became a top-ten act an MTV favorite. 
According to Peterson approximate! y 100 
people showed up and he barely broke even. 
When he tried to book them ten weeks later, 
they were asking more than ten times what 
they had before. 
Laylaw cites the Spin Doctors as an an-
other example. "People asked me when the 
Spin Doctors played at IC when they were 
going to play at Max's, because they used to 
play-there a lot," Layaw said. "Now, of 
course, they're really big." 
According to Lay aw, it is becoming easier 
for him to book bands. "In the last few 
months, it seems everybody who has been 
touring small arena~. we [Max's] have been 
able to get." One example of this is Too 
Much Joy and the Mighty Lemon Drops. 
Tired? Overworked? Exhausted? 
Need a Natural ENERGY BOOST? 
Helps increase your alertness and concentration - gives 
you an all natural boost of energy -suppresses your appetite! 
E:RANAFIT 
Products for Personal and Environmental Health 
201 North Aurora Street, Ithaca - 277-3954 
We Deliver the Fastest, Darkest Tan in Town! 
®r~~z~~T 
• Reasonable Prices! 
• Largest availability in 
town! 
• Newly decorated & 
expanded! 
• Choice of beds! 
Try our 
"New" State-of-the-Art 
Four Facial Wolff Tanning Beds 
* Single Facial Bed * Triple Facial Bed 
5 sessions $25 5 sessions $35 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
272-5598 
609 W. Clinton St. Bring in Coupon 
(Corner Rt. 13 & Clinton St.) 
November S 1992 
Photo courtesy of Max's 
Pete Rock and CL Smooth will be performing at Max's, Tuesday, Nov.10. 
Most of the bands that are coming to 
Ithaca have or are trying to build a different 
kind of support. "Previously in the '80s; the 
prevailing wisdom focused on recording and 
touring behind a record," Peterson said. "Now 
bands have emerged that have built up a live 
following." 
One of the most important factors in break-
ing a new band is the public perception and 
how receptive they are to new music. "Keep 
your eyes and mind open to checking out 
bands you haven't heard of," Peterson said. 
The Haunt tries to book bands that haven't 
received as much attention and have different 
styles of music such as reggae, blues and 
African music that appeals to a wider age 
group than just the alternative/heavy rock 
scene that currently is the trend. Indeed, 
when groups such as Chucklehead, the Tribu-
lations and Luther "Guitar Jr." Johnson per-
form, locals as well as college student<; seem 
to pack the club. 
Max's has usually tried to provide more 
heavy rock and grunge groups. Dramarama, 
the Mighty Mighty Bosstones and Blind 
Melon are recent perfonners at the club. In 
the future, however, Layaw is going more 
towards rap groups. One of these is the duo of 
PeteRockandC.L. Smooth, perfonningNov. 
10. 
The Nines, a club in Collegetown, was 
unavailable for comment. 
Music by Galt MacDennot Book & Lynes by Gerome Ragn1 and James Rado 
HAIR:. November 3-7, 1992 
Hoerner Theatre 
Dillingham Center for the Performing Arts 
Tickets still available! 
$3.50 to $6. 
Call the Box Off ice at 27 4-3224 
Please Note: HAIR contains adult language and situations 
that may not be suitable for all audience members. 
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Movie Listings 
November 5 - 12 
STATE THEATRE 
phone 273-2781 
The Last of the Mohlcans-- Daily 
at 7, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 
1:30, 3:30 
Candyman-- Daily at 7:15, 9:30; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1 :30, 3:15 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
A River Runs Through It-- Daily 
at 4:10, 7, 9:40; Sat. & Sun. at 1, 
4:10, 7, 9:40 
Sneakers-- Daily at 4, 6:45, 9:30; 
Sat. & Sun. at 1 :10, 4, 6:45, 9:30 
Night and the City-- Daily at 9:20 
Passenger 57·· Daily at 4:15, 
7:20, 10; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :20, 
4:15, 7:20, 10 
Consenting Adults-- Daily at 
4:30, 7:45, 10:10; Sat. & Sun. at 
1 :40, 4:30, 7:45, 10:10 
Under Siege-- Daily at 4:30, 7:10, 
9:50; Sat. & Sun. at 2, 4:30, 7:10, 
9:50 
Mighty Ducks-- Daily at 4:20, 
6:30; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :30, 4:20, 
6:30 
Glengarry Glen Ross-- Daily at 
4:40, 7:30, 10:05; Sat. & Sun. at 
1 :50, 4:40, 7:30, 10:05 
Student Activitie; Board 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Husbands and Wives-- Daily at 
7:15, 9:35; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 
2:15, 4:35 
Bob Roberts-- Daily at 7:15, 9:35; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:15, 4:35 
Light Sleeper-- Daily at 7:15, 9:35; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:35, 4:35 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 2TT-6115 
Of Mice and Men-- Daily at 7:15, 
9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 
2:15, 4:30 
Gas, Food and Lodging-- Daily at 
7:15, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees 
at 2:15, 4:30 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522 
Vertigo-- Tues. at 7:15, WSH, Sat. 
at 6:45, Uris 
Dr. Strangelove-- Fri. at 10:45, 
WSH; Sat. at 10, WSH 
This Is Spinal Tap-- Fri. at 
midnight, Uris; Sat. at midnight, 
Uris; Tues. at 10, WSH 
SABWEEKEND 
FILMS 
phone 274-3383 
Far and Away-- Fri. & Sat. at 6, 9; 
Sun.at2 
The Cutting Edge-- Sun. at 6, 9 
THE ITHACAN 13 
Family values 
Redford's new film focuses on the simplicity of life 
By Brad Barton 
Academy Award-winning direc-
tor Robert Redford's new film is a 
beautiful tableau of western land-
scapes, notes on the importance of 
family and the mysticism of fly-
fishing, and, through the middle, a 
river runs through It. 
Writer Norman Maclean' s auto-
biographical novel (which he also 
adapted for the film) is brought to 
life by the accomplished actor/di-
rector who elicits from his cast per-
haps their finest performances. 
The story concerns the growth 
oftheMaclcans,aGod-fcaring fam-
ily that lives in Missoula, Mont. 
during the 1920s. Reverend 
Maclean, played by Tom Skcritt 
("Top Gun"), presides over his 
flock, sons Nonnan (Craig Sheffer 
of"Night Breed") and Paul, played 
by Brad Pitt ("Thelma and Louise"). 
Norman, the more reserved and 
cautious of the two, serves as a foil 
to brother Paul, whose life is a se-
ries of life-as-a-whim indulgences 
and adventures. 
The three Maclean boys do share 
the common passion of fly- fishing, 
however, which they do with great 
seriousness and concentration. Of 
course, the river they do their fish-
ing in serves as a countless number 
of metaphors for life, death and the 
passing of time. And time does pass. 
The film takes a time leap as 
Norman returns from six studious 
years at Dartmouth and we dis-
cover that Paul has become a re-
porter (known locally as the "fish-
ing newspaperman"). Meeting up 
with friends from his youth, Norman 
MOVIE 
REVIEW 
A River Runs Through It 
The Ithacan rates movies on a scale 
from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best 
finds Jesse Bums, played by Emily 
Lloyd ("Cookie"), a woman from a 
ncighbonng town with whom he 
becomes instantly smitten. The 
movie then plays itself out dctail-
ing Norman 'sauempL-; towinJcsse, 
as well as his attempts to help bnng 
Paul out of his self-destructive 
lifestyle and back into the Maclean 
family. 
While "A River Runs Through 
It" -isn't necessarily on the same 
level as Redford's work on "Ordi-
nary People," it docs create an ef-
fective portrait as to how early life 
shaped Maclean. Also conveyed is 
a feeling of "simple life" Ameri-
cana, that welcomes the viewer with 
a firm handshake and a wide smile. 
The film utilizes frequent voice 
over narration (performed by 
Redford) borrowing Maclean 's 
time-condensing, yet poetic words 
in a part literary, part Garrison 
Keillor manner. 
The film succeeds the most when 
Redford concentrates on transport -
ing his audience back in time and 
across country to Missoula. At 
times, this is accomplished simply 
by using a montage of old, yel-
lowed period photographs accom-
pamcd by Mark !sham's beautiful 
score and Redford's retrospective 
narraLion. 
At other moments, we are given 
scenes from a weekend afternoon: a 
footrace through a field, children 
sloppily compcung in a watermelon 
eating contest and an old man, who 
was watching the fc-;LJvit1es, but 
now dozes m a contorted po~JUon 
in his chalf. 
Behind it all looms the gorgeou\ 
Montana landscape. When Paul 
explains why he'd never leave this 
place, n's easy to sympath1Le with 
him. The inherent artistry, beauty 
and serenity of tly-f1shmg 1s an-
other aspect of the film Redford 1\ 
able to effccuvely convey. 
However, "A River Run~ 
Through It" 1s more successful m 
humanizing these clements of na-
ture and Montana living than some 
of its characters. For example, the 
film introduces Paul's Native-
American girlfriend to deal with 
the issue of racism. It seems her 
sole purpose is to return the nasty 
looks she gets from an unwelcoming 
society and to flaunt her happiness 
with a white man in their faces. But 
that's all she ever gets to do and 
eventually she completely disap-
pears from the narrative. Her char-
acter simply isn't fleshed out enough 
to make her worthwhile. 
Jesse's egocentric but irrespon-
sible older brother, Neal, also visits 
to inject some emotion into the story. 
But by the time the undeveloped 
character leaves Montana, the audi-
ence is still looking for a reason as 
See ''Movie," page 18 
Cultural Performing Arts Presents 
An evening of music with ... 
Acoustic Guitarist 
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Rulloff's: quantity and quality 
Hy Jen Sladyk 
When going out to a restaurant, 
college students on a budget have 
to know how to get the most for 
their money. 
One place that realizes this is 
Rulloff's in College10wn. Not only 
is the food great, the atmosphere 
and surroundings arc intriguing 
enough to keep you coming back 
for more. 
Rustic and old-fashioned, the set-
up of Rulloff's will capture your 
eye the mmutc you arc seated. A 
piano player plays saloon-type 
music, and as you look at the menu, 
you can read a little bit of intriguing 
history surrounding the origin of 
Rulloff's Restaurant. It is named 
--
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after a tum of the century scholar 
from the Ithaca area ,who was very 
intelligent, but infamous for bank 
robbery and murder. The objects in 
the restaurant portray his character-
from the shelves of books to the 
deer heads and unusual antiques 
hanging on the walls. 
Rulloff's offers a variety of 
meals, like hamburgers, open-faced 
and deli sandwiches, soups, as well 
as a page dedicated to Mexican 
fare, complete with fajitas, tacos 
and platters. The usual nachos, 
wings, and quesed1lla-; arc the ap-
petizer choices, priced from S3.95 
10 S4.95. 
The ideal money savers to order 
are the four dinner specials that the 
DINING 
REVIEW 
Rulloff's 
411 College Avenue 
272-6067 
Lunch- Mon. - Sat. 11-3 
Dinner- Nightly 5:30 - 10 
The Ithacan rates restaurants on a scale 
from 1 to 1 O. with 10 being the best 
restaurant has available from Sun-
day through Thursday: they all come 
with a largeamountoffood foronly 
Interested 
in What·s 
ttappening? 
Join The Ithacan staff 
and help us with this 
page for next semester 
For more information see Jim Fenno, Editor in Chief 
or Beverly Goodman, Managing Editor 
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
Rothberg School for Overseas Students . 
Office of Academic Affairs 
Spend a year on top of_ 
Jerusalem. 
It will give you a 
unique perspective. 
$12.95. This price doesn't seem 
steep when you sec that your choice 
of either fresh grilled swordfish, 
New York strip steak, grilled cur-
ried chicken, or angel hair pasta 
comes with a salad, delicious, warm 
French bread and your choice of 
two items from a list of baked po-
tato, rice pilaf, steamed broccoli, 
sauteed zucchini and yellow squash. 
Try the swordfish, broccoli and po-
tato combination. 
Although Rulloff' s doesn't spe-
cialize in seafood, it beats many 
restaurants that try to serve sword-
fish, who usually overcook it and 
cause it to lose flavor, that is not the 
case here. 
An equally good choice is the 
open-faced sirloin steak sandwich. 
It is grilled and served on toasted 
French bread for $6.50. From the 
Mexican menu is the burrito and 
taco platter, which also comes with 
a staggering amount of food -- a 
burrito, mexican rice, refried beans 
and a softshell taco, with either a 
vegetable, ground beef or steak fill-
ing. 
If, after all this, you still want to 
splurge on dessen, you can choose 
from various pies, ice cream and 
cheesecakes. The white chocolate 
chip cheesecake is a unique 
possiblity and melts m your mouth, 
as docs the hot fudge brownie sun-
dae, enormous and piled high with 
See "Restaurant," page 18 
1. Professor George Schuler & his wife Nancy 
will be our guests on Friday at 
Sbabbat Services - 6 p.m. 
& 
Dinner - 7: 15 p.m. 
I\ 
~ 
V 
2. Monday Evening Reception 
Photography Exhibit 
on the Syrian Jewish Community 
with Professor Barbara Johnson, Anthropology 
Sephardic Food Extravagama 
Muller Chapel, 8 p.m 
~~,,,c,o0 ~ {Y I r-·-.-~ ~ 
\
, .. .:., ' ·. \,-'f:.. ~ 
: •, ;" I 
. 
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We Deliver 'Em Hot 
277-3662 Hebrew 
University 
Open from 7:00pm-12:00am, 7 days a week 
An admissions officer f ron1 Hebrew 
University will be visiting your ca1npus on: 
----·--------------------------------------
Monday November 9, 1992 
Special information meeting for students 
interested in Hebrew University programs 
Muller Chapel 
5:00 p.m. 
1.-o,· ,non.:: info. contact Study Abroad: 
I kather L. Capell. Admissions Officer 
(212) 472-2288 
\VE DELIVER COOKIES, MILK, AND BEN & .JERRY'S 
ICE CREAM TO YOUR DOOR! 
Visa and Mastercard accepted 
November 5 1992 
'Blind' searches the soul 
The Sundays see the light with new release 
Hy Jonathan Giannetti 
"Blind" is the long-awaited fol-
low-up to The Sundays' critically 
acclaimed debut "Reading, Writ-
ing and Arithmetic." It took the 
band close to three years to make 
and the result is once again inspir-
ing. 
Fronted by vocalist Harriet 
Wheeler and guitarist David 
Gavurin, The Sundays deliver a 
music the '90s can finally call its 
own. From the cool sway of the 
opening track "I Feel" to the clos-
ing "Wild Horses," a Stones clas-
sic, The Sundays easily pass as their 
own. The band lives and breathes 
each song. 
"Blind" challenges Christian 
principles and suggests that the 
religion every person has is.his/her 
own. From the overwhelming hook 
in the chorus of"Love," the album's 
first single, Wheeler cries, "Love/ 
Just love yourself love no one else/ 
Love/It' senough/Theycan say what 
they like but they still can't take 
that." 
On "I Feel," Wheeler assumes 
the role of Christon earth and con-
cludes that the world can live with-
Music 
REVIEW 
The Sundays-Blind 
Produced by: The Sundays and 
Dave Anderson 
1992 Geffen Music 
The Ithacan rates releases on a scale 
from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best 
out Christian doctrines, "Give me a 
love and hate/On both of my hands/ 
I'll show you what I'm made of/ 
Wasting my breath as I say that/Just 
be good/Good to yourself." 
The brilliant "Goodbye" rejects 
the Jim Bakker School of Christi-
anity and offers that Christian teach-
ings have become a "sell." Wheeler 
sings, "I could never be seen/Fall-
ing down on my knees crawling/O 
no/Talk about a sell." · 
"God Made Me," the best slower 
track on the album, crashes like a 
brooding wave in the mind. The 
perplexed Wheeler questions the 
duphcny of Creauon and struggles 
with imposing views. 
The album is not sacrilegious or 
satamc. Rather, it serves Lo embody 
the power of human spirit and indi-
vidualism. It supports rising mod-
em philosophical and psychologi-
cal beliefs about our function in the 
world. 
On "Blood On My Hands" 
Wheeler sings, "The days arc get-
ting longer/so I better get stronger 
faster. "The dreamy rush of"Blind" 
recaptures the mood and integrity 
of the first record and confirms the 
band's unique style. More so, it 
suggests The Sundays will be mak-
ing great music for a long time to 
come. 
Wheeler, whose fame has been 
overshadowed by irresponsible 
comparisons to Natalie Merchant 
( I 0,000 Maniacs) and Edie Brickell, 
is the finest female vocalist in rock 
music today. Her chilling emotional 
delivery and seemingly endless 
range are often mesmerizing. 
Gavurin's innovative guitar ap-
proach does much to shape The 
Sundays' sound. He provides the 
perfect canvas for Wheeler to paint 
THE GREAT OUTERWEAR SALE!, , 
/ ... 
OFF OUR ENTIRE 
WINTER COAT AND 
JACKET COLLECTION 
Leather jackets and full 
length coats from: 
• TIMBERLAND • NAUTICA • 
• M. JULIAN • LUIS ALVEAR • 
• SAWYER OF NAPA • MIRAGE 
Down filled jackets 
and full length parkas 
from: 
• NAUTICA • WOOLRICH • 
• ZERO KING • POLO • 
• FOREST CLUB • 
Topcoats In wool and 
cashmere, and wool 
from: 
• MISTER COATS • HILFIGER • 
Zip-out lined all weather 
raincoats from 
Newport Harbor 
Congradulotlons I.C. 
on their 1 Ooth Anniversary. 
We have been on the commons 
for 87 years, and enjoyed 
servicing the many students who 
shopped in our store. Come in, 
enjoy the ambiance, browse and 
have some refreshment. 
her words upon. 
Unlike some of the fossil music, 
released earlier this year by The 
Black Crowes, Spin Doctors and 
Eric Clapton, "Blind" is an album 
that finally sounds like it was writ-
ten, recorded, and produced in the 
'90s, for the '90s. 
There is no look to the past for 
inspiration, here. The ingenuity of 
"Blind" comes from the deepest 
part of the human soul. As well, 
"Blind" is a refreshing break from • 
the grungy Seattle sound dominat-
ing the alternative music world. The 
biggest problem with "Blind" is 
that it does not quite measure up to 
the debut. It is by no means a step 
backward. On the contrary, "Blind" 
does much Lo help define modem 
rock. 
See ''Music," next page 
Seven Days A Week 
Depend on Kinko's. 
• \L1L·111t():-ili' l,L·11Lll • B111d111~ 
• Recycled Paper • Full 8. '.wit '.Wr\l' C11Jlll'" 
• (h'erheads • LL\ \L'f\ ll'l' 
.,, f. 
• Color Cop1e'> • (hl'f:-il/t.' (~·/ 11 )<' -ih") 
the copy center 
409 College Ave 
273-0050 
FAX 273·8075 
AUDITIO~S 
Paramount Porks, formerly Kings Productions, is holding 
auditions for our 1993 season at Poromount's Kings Dominion 
in Richmond, Virginia A variety of positions are available 
including singers, comic actors, instrumentalists, technicians, 
character costume performers, and specialty acts of all types I 
Came join the fun! 
SYRACUSE 
Saturday, November 21 , 1992 
John H. Mulroy Civic Center 
(use the artist entrance) 
271 Madison St. 
1-3 p.m. Instrumentalists, 
Specialty Acts 
1-4 p.m. Technicians 
3-5 p.m. Singers, Actors 
For odd111onol 1nformot10., call 
Paramount~ King~ Dom1r11on 1 804 8 76 51 4 \ 
Poromount Parbo 1 800 54.d 5464 
-~ 
:~~: 
filNGS DOMINION_ 
PARAMOUNT'S CAROWINDS • PARAMOUNT'S GREAT AMERICA 
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS DOMINION • PARAMOUNT'S KINGS ISLAND 
.. 
. I 
\ ' 
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Theater 
Continued from page 11 
mind that the s1tuat1on called for 
and was a pnmc example of the Job 
of an understudy to "get ll together 
to do what you need to do." 
\'Illclla portrayed the 1dcahsuc 
':po1e faced with the reality ol ;1 
:. mid unacquainted with Ihc con-
..:cpL, of peace and love. 1rnnccca-
'1ly Ikhevabk .rnll l'l>,11i1,·il1rn! 
\ !llcila was the focal poIn1 ,;1 ih,· 
'H >W \ ,trmg lll . ::Ll'J)L• 
: ;1J11g Jho manai;nl t1 1 u1p11Ir,· 
.,ttc·ntIon even when not katun:d 
Ii 1, ,1 iio, d1~rlayed the ca pal,, iltJL'' 
ul ,1 ~1lcntcd student wl11lc tu~ ama1 -
111!! ability as a dancer spoke ol 1L, 
ov. n accord. _ 
·111e costuming m this show was 
cxccpuonal m 1L~ diversity and el-
lccuvencss. From space suns to 
'- auvc Amen can ouLfiL,, h1pp1c garb 
10 annv costumes, the wide army ot 
. uu I1s hclncd marnlam the authen-
. ,ll\' Ihat 1, ,uchan 1111el.!ral panot 
,,. ,now 
. '1 I'> Cl)ll(JO\l'f>;ial lllll'>JL'al. V. 1th 
, !dc:1I1,ni. , \ploraL11H1 ,md n-
., ,,11111 'tll. 1,tllv ano rmln1call\. 
. ''"' .,n ,H1'\HTIng chord m I 1)1l2 
·,,·,,· I1 1r ,·11.Int!,' ano a need 1,1r 
l .. tl ;._, !h,• '. Olllh ,ll 
· , ' ,·, '\ :~ l 1 ,I. , 1' Ill I ()(i:-,: 
,<Jl,{_NiRhl~(/:,c11e~\·lt1ll/Yl/lt 
,\II the pancakes or frcnch toast 
, ou can cat. 
plus cof'fec. for oniy $2.99. 
Saturday and Sunday 
Voted #1 Breakfast in Ithaca ! 
tJ -tJ .-'-() 0 
-·/--'-- -() / () 
Readv To Throw In The Towel When It Comes 
· to doing Laundry'? 
Rogan's Laundry 
now offers Wash 
and Fold laundry 
service and Dry 
Cleaning 
pick-up service. 
ROGAN'S LAUNDRY 
AT R0GAN'S CORNERS 
Danby Rd., Route 96B Just South Of Ithaca College 
Movie 
Continued from page 13 
lO his mclus1on m the story. Even 
aller Jc~sc explarn~. "maybe some 
people _1ust want others to want to 
help them," the audience ,~ still 
rnnlu,cd as 11 to ,av. "'.\Jo. I ~!Iii 
don't ,cc It. · 
:~111 the •:molHlll an11 1xrnn t>I 
the prmuDal charactL'r, perlor-
. mane,·~ 1 parucularlv that 01 Pm v. ho 
· L'l'lll, \'Cl V lllUCll ak Ill to :l \'OUnge1 
r\Olx'rt Redlonl\ '>L'r\c ,1' ;,i ,tron•: 
L'nougn um: to tran,lorm a p1ctur-
c,Ltlle 11IeCL' ot )-'.eography into the 
c<lll\lillll. l!IL'-,1!11m11nl.'. nv,'rol !h,· 
I Ille 
Restaurants 
Continued from page 16 
,.,,fopped cream on top of a double 
hrowme sandwich, hot fudge and 
vamlla 1cc cream. The 52.95 pncc 
1s well worth 1t to cap olf a pcrtcct 
meal. 
:\nothcr time to try R.ullolf's 1s 
on Sunday when they ol fer a brunch 
,pcc1al for S7.95. from 11 a.m to .1 
{'-'TI. 
~o. 11 vou · re L'Vl'f m ( 'ollegctown 
,ind want a meal for a re<Lqmablc 
; 1ncc. tr~ Rullotf's. fhc umquc at-
•rnJ,pherl' will lake vou back HI 
:,mL· wh1k you cal a l!reat brunch. 
,h 11 , ir <imnl'r 
------------~-----------1 I ~da1n... ,....,.O...,.PO,.TI I 13ee"k:;y- & l'-' .., .L,aa 
c:armeri I I 
: M ulbe:rr'J71 This special offer entitles you to:: 
l lltreet 1 $3.00 OFF , 
!Unisex Haircutters I An St I C t l 
I Located at Center Ithaca I Y Y e U 
1 I I i272-8685 l(Reg.Men -$12.00&Women-S15.00}1 
I I ire / I Forrnerly 'A Cut Abovc'I Exp 5 l2/15 92 I 
'------------------------
Tuesday is 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
Just $17.95 per couple 
or $32.95 for four people. 
Price does not Include tax & gratuity. 
DINNER SPECIAL INCLUDES: * Also great drink specials 
• unlimited soup & salad bar with assorted breads 
• carat of house wine or soda 
• Prime Rb, Homemade Manlcottl, or Chicken Stuffed wHh Wild Rice 
' Ice cream or sherbet 
Located on Taughannock Blvd. at the 
For Reservations Call 272-2609 foot of w. Buffalo SL 
November 5, 1992 
Music 
Continued from page 17 
The problem 1s that a couple 01 
the songs arc not even comparable 
to a lesser track on "Reading, Wnt-
mg and Anthmeuc.·· Particularly, 
the ~low-movmg "Life & Soul" and 
":-1 Hours'' merely wane on the 
record anci never ,hmc as hrrght as 
!hey would like . 
-\boveall. "Blmd" 1sa new music 
!1Vancwbrecd. ltsucrc~,t11llv feed, 
J ~iarvmg cul!urc dK·1.1. mg on tJ1e 
raw t1oncs of ,omc '()()~ or 70, 
I .icadc. The ~ongs ar,· com pie le 111 
.11ul 01 lhcni-;elve, and olll'n ,huw 
!1kc 1hc \\,llchful eye ot CiPd 
ADVERTISING 
SPECIALTIES 
CU$TOM PRINTED WITH YOUR ME$$AGE 
Where can you find ... 
MUGS •CALENDARS• HATS 
BUTTONS•BADGES•PENS 
PENCILS• BALLOONS • GLASSES 
T-SHIRTS• CAPS• TOTE BAGS 
DECALS ... 
and a whole tot more! 
Call us for that hard-to-find item 
to carry your sales message. 
Ask for catalog! 
CALL 273-6667 
-:if~~~~, 
_ , EXPRESSIONS 
:.,, • H(.)J::,t OF" St-1.&l MAR 
210 THE COMMONS ITHACA NY 148$0 
NATURAL HIGH T-SHIRT CONTEST! 
Here's Your chance to show us Your stuff!! 
Tell us Your natural highs! 
ON CAMPUS OFF CAMPUS WITH OTHERS ALONE 
Watching the lights 1n the fountains Ben and Jerry's ice cream Walking at Butte.rmilk Listening to music 
The person who wins the highest high ,n each category 'NIil win a T-shirt 
t,ddress __________________________________ _ 
' ,'Jame Phone ______ _ 
c;:;; ..:ndl J.)r ·~o :uss.i v :c ccrn;:u:a fer T-sn1r:,1 
S;x;rsorco r,, T.o Dreg a,"0 Alcor,o, ?o•J' EcJca:o·s 
November 5, 1992 TIIE ITIUCAN 19 
CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
Li'I Red Pig invites you to search 
for this week's secret code word in 
the cartoon, "Li'I Red Pig." Mention 
the code word at L'Auberge, the Inn 
of the Red Pig, and Pierre will 
present you with an exquisite box of 
French cookies. 
Congratulations to the Delta pledge 
class. You guys made 11! 
-The Brothers of ~I.<l> 
rMl Graffitti Rush Party Tonight, 
9 pm Emerson Suites Lounge Bnng 
white t-sh1rt, mies provided. 
All IC women welcome. 
Yo, Crash & Q, 
Duh-nuh-nuh. 
F. - You're a gimp! 
Cheers is on Loggy. 
-Tosi 
p.s. Nothing 
FOR RENT 
Unusual Contemporary 
Townhouse 
3-4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, private 
skylit entry. Covered balcony. 
Walled garden. Free heated garage. 
Free additional parking. Pets 
allowed. Walk to IC, Commons, 
Cornell and all buses. Price 1, I 00. 
257-7077 
3 BEDROOM LOVELY 
FURNISHED APARTMENT 
Living room, dining room, balcony, 
dishwasher, microwave, just down 
the hill from campus, near the 
Commons. Bus and parking 
available. $285 per person. August 
'93. 272-7~91, ask for Tom. 
'93 - '94 6 bedroom house. 2 bath, 2 
kitchen, parking, laundry, porch. 
S265 each. Includes. 272-1131 
Beautiful South Hill 3 bedroom. 
Newly renovated/furnished. Large, 
sunny rooms, off-street parking, 
laundry room. 347-4513 
NOW SHOWING FOR 93 - 94 
LARGE SELECTIONS OF 
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES. 
ONE BEDROOM UP TO 
TWELVE BEDROOMS. CALL 
NOW FOR MORE 
INFORMATION. CERTIFIED 
PROPERTIES, INC. 273-1669 
Attention Fraternities, Sororities, 
Independents: 30 bedroom 
apartment house, fully f umished, 
laundry facility, off street parking. 
93 -94 school year. Days 277-5576. 
Evenings 272-1944. 
South Hill V 1ctorian DUPLEX. Four 
large bedrooms in each apartment. 
Newly painted, renovaLL'd, 
furnished. Laundry room, porchc,, 
decks. 34 7 -4 5 n 
Five bedroom aparUT1ents, fully 
furnished, dishwasher, laundry 
facility, 2 full baths. Days 277-
5576. Evenings 277-1944 
-- FreeRent! 
-- One stop apartment shopping~ 
-- Over 5,000 properties to choose 
from! Sounds too good to be true'> 
Sounds like HOlJSIN(; 
SOLUTIONS. Call to sec how we 
can fmd you off-campus hou,111g 
& qualify for a month's free rent. 
103 Dryden - 272-6091 - 7 Day, 
FOR SALE 
Mac LC. -IMB RAM, 40 MB Hard 
Drive, 512K Video RA/'vl, 
keyboard, microphone, Syqcm 7, 
tons of software. S 1, I 00. W 1th color 
14" monitor $1,500. 
all hri ·' 2 6-8985 C C sat 5 
MiL'>ubishi Eclipse GS loaded for 
sale. Mention Fall 1992 for a free 
radar. Must sell -- S5,000 
256-2424 - Ask for R.P. 
For Sale: Apple CD ROM drive, 
cables CDs, software. $400 firm. 
Call Chris at 256-8985 
Apple Ile computer with 120K, 2 
disk drives, Imagewriterll printer, 
color monitor, Appleworks and 
many other programs. $650 080 
Call Aaron at 256-0191 
SUBLETS 
Sublet my space in a four bedroom 
Circle Apartment for the spring 
semester. 
Call Julie at 256-1214 A.S.A.P. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
Work on your own! Earn CASH, 
FREE TRIPS, and MORE!! 
Openings available to promote our 
SPRING and WINTER packages. 
Call Epicurean Tours TODAY 
(800) 231-4-FUN 
$200 -$500 WEEKLY 
Assemble products at home. Easy! 
No selling. You're paid direct. Fully 
guaranteed. FREE information --
24 Hour Hotline. 80 I -3 79-2900 
Copyright# NY26KDH 
***Campus Reps Wanted*u 
Heatwav~ Vacauons Spring 
Break 1993 The hes! rates & the 
biggest commi,smn,. For more 
information, call 800-39'i-WA \'E 
ii -----=--=----=--·...:-_·::..:-=--::.----------=-:.::-_-:::-...:. --- -- -------- ··: __ -_ _: ·_:_-_--·.·1 
\i 'Ifie difference in your cost 
1 
·I ) 
,, between [iving at tlie 
CI'l{CL'E and {iving 
downtown or on campus 
cou[c{ 6e tlie circ[e 
Call 277-1221 before you decide. 
We're signing leases now for '93-'94. 
SSSS, FREE TRAVEL AND 
RESUME EXPERIENCE'! 
Individuals and student 
organizations wanted to promote 
SPRING BREAK, call the 
nation's leader. Inter-Cam pu, 
Program~ 1-800-327-60 I:; 
EARN S500 or more week I y 
stuffmg envelope, at home SL'IHI 
along SASE to: Counuy L1\·111g 
Shopper,. Dept. I-I-I, PO Box J 77</, 
Denham Spnn)!,, I.A 707 27 
l.ook111f tor a top lr.itnlllt! 
,onirn1. or ,tu<knt orgarlllal 11 lll th.11 
would l1kL' tii make '>500 - '-. I :'-()(1 
lor a une week rnark,·t111g pro_1,·c l 
right on campus. Mu\t h,· <1rga1111,·d 
and hard working. Call 800-592-
2121,cxt. 308. 
ALASKA SUMMER 
EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries 
Earn $600+/wcck in canneries or 
S4,000+/month on fishing boats. 
Free transponauon! Room & 
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No 
experience necessary. Male or 
female. Get a head start on this 
summer! For employment 
program call 1-206-545-4155 
ext.A523 l 
SPRING BREAKERS. 
Promote our Florida Spring 
Break packages. Earn MONEY 
and FREE trips. Organize 
SMALL and LARGE groups. 
Campus Marketing. 
800-423-5264 
ROOMATES 
M/F Non-smoker to share house 
with male Cornell gmduate student. 
2 bedroom townhouse. Washer/ 
dryer. $375/month. Available 1/1/ 
93 through 8/31/93. 273-0785 
SERVICES 
Need help with your thesis, term 
paper, or composition? Call Wnte 
ForYou tutoringservice277-4439. 
CJ 
!'-0 oblJga:Jc)II ;\0 rn,'. 
You • .;~o i,;el " FRf:E 
IIE..\Dl'IIO:'\"E IUJ>IO 
PREGNANCY CENTER 
l 111111111ATIGII A.Ill SUl'P1IRT sm,a:s f 
All services Are Fret• 
Abortion Alternative~ 
Post-Abortion Counseling 
Pregnancy Testing 
Sensitive & Confidential 
(C.,ll Anvhme, An, D,n) 
273-4673 
SUITE 202 CENTER ITHACA 
a 
ECK Worship Serv1LL' Classified Rates 
November 8, 11 am Personals: Ithaca Sheraton Top1c:Spmtual 
Consc1ousne,, of Children $2.00 for the f1r)t 15 ,vord) 
Spon,orcd by New York SatSanµ IO cent\ each additional Society affiliate of ECKANK,\R 
word PAPER CRUNCH TYPI'\i(; 
Pa1x:r, Business Classifieds: 
Re~ume\ S--LOO for the fir'-.l I .:'i worch 
Appl1cauo11\ I() L"L'fll\ ca,:h :idd1tH rri::I ( ·ti,·.1p, t)u1ck & Rl'11.,l,i.-
l.;h..:r Prnlln / l'vb, 11ll<•,!: v, < ird 
f'1,k-l 'p / Ikii\'l'I\ BOLi> .ind .L...!Jiid1r1l· 
(".Iii .'77-7~",, c, ,u:i: ;1" ( 1\\<' ,, 1 >Ill <'\lr.1 
,'-,'] l IJ'r \BRO-\ ll I\. Deadline 
.\ l <; I R ,\ i. I.\ I II I UI 111,11 I< 1: ! (Ill i\-lrnitby lx!(ll\' 5p.1n. 
,L'111,·,1L·r, YL'.tr. gr.ult1;11L'. ,u111111,·r 
:rnd 1nta11,h1p progr.1111, Ill to L'mLm: puhlrcation 
,\u,1ral1a. \\'..: fL'JHe\L'lll -~X Oil the folio\, ing 
,\u\tralian 11111\·..:r-;ill,'\. Call 11, wll 
·1·11ur,.,,dav. 
free l-800-2--15-257:'i 
CLICK! 
It's that easy 
Join the Ithacan photo department 
For more information, stob by Park 269 
or call 27 4-3207 
.~-- :-: • -:.,.- :-;.- .,., , :,. ' .- • .;- <,,,:,,:. ""tX·V• .-.,.. 
,.. LARGE SELECTIONS ;: 
OF 
~ APARTMENTS AND 
HOUSES 
Scholarships 
Available 
Call 
l-800-423-55 l 5 
For a recorded message 
grvrng detorls 
South Hill 
1-8 Bedroom Apts 
Modern Furnished 
272-3389 
6 Bedroom House 
Downtown, Avail 8/1193 
Furmshed, 10-mo lease 
~--=-· 
r --
,.,. "'"? - ;-~----
'8111 i~-,; .: 
_.. 
--~ Bus slop nghl ,n fronl b,g roorris,-
2 full baths. 2 kitchens 2 l,v,ng 
rooms, porches. off street parking 
$290 per person Includes ALL 
heal and utilities. 
Call Gary 273-7082 or 277-7000 
Can also be rented as 2 completely 
furnished 3 bedroom apts. 
~t/~) ~0(!£:4, ~~~~··· 
.: 
," "::~- ' 
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THE FAR SIDE 
By 
GARY LARSON 
The woods were dark and foreboding, and Alice sensed 
that sinister eyes were watching her every step. Worst 
of all, she knew that Nature abhorred a vacuum. 
OUTLAND By BERKELEY BREA THEO 
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.-,·, THE 1992 ITHACA - CORTLAND CLASH w 
A fulfilling time to be a player 
The fight for the Cortaca Jug is a challenge most players relish 
By Tim McHugh 
"Ithaca versus Cortland in the Cortaca 
Jug game. Enough said." • 
In years past, this would have been a great 
opening, but not this year. As big as the 
Ithaca-Cortland game is, so too would be a 
victory. Bomber head coach Jim Butterfield 
is going for his 200th career victory this 
Saturday afternoon. But Butterfield would 
be the first to say this milestone is not as 
important as winning the most intense, emo-
tional game of the year. 
When the Bombers step on the Carl Davis 
Field at Cortland State, they will renew their 
oldest rivalry and perhaps the biggest rivalry 
in all of Division III football. ''The biggest 
little game in the nation," as Sports Illus-
trated referred to last year's contest, will 
feature two teams which many feel arc headed 
in different directions. The Bombers with 
their 8-0 mark arc looking at this game as a 
playoff game while the 5-3 Red Dragons sec 
the game as a season in itself. "This is the 
biggest game on their schedule this year, it 
will make their entire season if they beat us," 
senior defensive tackle Ralph Jones said. 
"You always like to play a big game like 
this at home," Mays said. However, lw, fel-
low m1urcdco-captain Keith Linsey d1~agrcc, 
"I like It more playmg over at Conlan(! he-
cause the fans arc right on top of you, thLf re 
just so close to you," Linsey said. 
Lmsey's comment 1,n't all that lar-
fetchcd. Two years ago m Cortland, the Ian\ 
had advanced so close to the field that the 
officials had to stop play. Crowd control wa, 
on Jun Butterfield's mind Wednesday after-
noon. "When you have a crowd of that size It 
is essential that the authont1cs have some 
kind of control," he said. "I have been as-
sured by Dr. Lee Robens (Cortland's Ath-
letic Director) that there will he suff1rn:nt 
crowd control." 
How do the players ad Just Lo the pres,1ne 
of playing m front of \O many people'! Per-
haps the bestrespon,e came from Wntman. a 
response true to h1\ style ol runrung. "!'vloq ol 
the mtens1ty 1s before the game, all the h1 pc. 
You get caught up m It but after the firq hit 
you buckle down, you do your Joh and vou 
forget about the crowd," he said. 
But what is it like to play inagameofthis 
magnitude? ''The rivalry is something that 
grows after your first game as a freshman," 
said fonner Ithaca player and current offen-
sive line coach Larry Czarnecki. "You hear 
about the rivalry before you come here. It is 
something different to come here and see the 
excitement in the stands, when you sec all 
that the rivalry grows game after game." 
Czarnecki has seen the game from both sides. 
He was Cortland's head coach from 1983 to 
1986. 
Courtesy of Sports Information 
Ithaca's Jon Nicolo is tackled during the Cortland-Ithaca game in 1978. 
Newcomer Scott Gncsemer will play m 
his first varsity Ithaca- Cortland game, and he 
is excited. "Practice 1s cra1.y this week, ev-
eryone 1s stepping it up a level," Gnscmemer 
said. "I don't know what 1t will be like to play 
in front of 10,000 people, will I be over-
whelmed? I don't know but it is an honor to 
put on the blue and white and go out and play 
for Ithaca, I can't wait for the first hit." 
Senior running back Jeff Wittman ex-
pressed the notion of the rivalry growing 
with each game. "The Cortland game my 
freshman year was the biggest game I had 
ever played in," he said. "When the game was 
over last year, I hadn't even left the field yet 
and I was looking forward to next year's 
game." 
Fonner linebacker Billie Mays, Jr. also 
expressed that feeling. "It was like a dream, 
people everywhere , people so close to you, 
after you make a play it sounds like people 
are standing right next to you," he said. 
"When I was a kid, I would watch the Orange 
Bowl or the Michigan games and I was al-
ways amazed at the crowds. I know it's 
smaller but this game was my Orange Bowl." 
Senior running back Jeff Adams seems 
to reflect Mays' sentiment. "It is like a Divi-
sion I game. I'm standing five yards away 
from my quarterback and I can't hear him. 
It's incredibly loud on the field," he said. 
And what docs Adams do when he's not 
trying to hear the cadence? "Sophomore year, 
there was a break in the action and I looked in 
the stands. Perhaps the best way to describe 
the rivalry is to look at the fans. The fans go 
at it- their chants, the fights. People who 
know nothing about football are there at the 
game and they're going to cheer for their team 
and their school," he said. 
The intensity and excitement of the ri-
valry can be intoxicating. Jones was a mem-
berofthe I 988 National Championship team, 
but then he left the sport for two years. "Last 
year's Cortaca Jug game was the first Ithaca 
game I went to since I had left the team," 
Jones said. "I just felt the energy at last year's 
game. It was at that game that I realized how 
much I missed football and how much I 
enjoyed playing. As a result I decided to 
come back and play." 
The rivalry hasn't always been as lively 
as it is in recent years. Bill George, a player 
from 1976- I 979, and now head junior varsity 
coach, said the rivalry didn't mean as much 
when he played. "When I was here we were 
a good team while the entire Cortland pro-
gram was down," he said. "We'd come into 
the game gunning for the playoffs while they 
were usually a 5 and 4 type team. It was still 
a big game but not as big as it is now." 
Nevertheless, this year's game looks to 
be another huge spectacle for central New 
York. As for a home field advantage, both the 
players and coaches agree there really isn't 
one. "It's not like an away game," Czarnecki 
said. "There is no three-hour bus trip, we go 
through the same routine as a home game." 
George said, "The biggest distraction in 
college football is the travel days and playing 
away from home. There's no distractions m 
this game." 
Believe it or not, the Cortaca Jug game 
isn '1 all intensity and seriousness, as 8111 
George discovered when he was playmg. "It 
was the third play ~f Lhe series and I went 
back to the huddie and everyone was laugh-
ing. Finally, one of Lhe other linemen asked 
me if I saw the picture the nose guard had on 
his helmet? On the next play, we broke the 
huddle and I went up to the line and saw that 
the nose guard had a picture of me taped to the 
front of his helmet I don't know what the 
incentive was for him but nevertheless, it was 
very funny. It's not very often that you have 
the chance to laugh on the football field but 
that was one of the funniest moments I've 
experienced." 
This comical story involving Bill George, 
in a strange sense, exemplifies the Cortland 
game. No action is too bold, no emotion too 
strong and no story too compelling; 1t is rare 
that a Division III game means so much. 
Me and my shadow: QBs show similarities 
Fitzgerald proves a worthy ______ Ex-backup Wild comes to the 
replacement for Wilkowski forefront in his senior season 
By Brian Kohn 
Entering this season, there were 
many expectations put on Ithaca 
starting quanerback Joe Fitzgerald 
and his teammates. Fitzgerald was 
entering his third varsity season, 
and it was finally his tum in the 
spotlight. For two years he had 
backed up the most successful and 
potent quarterback in Ithaca his-
tory; Todd Wilkowski. 
Many people expected the 
Bombers to run the ball more frc-
q uently than they did last season. 
With Witkowski gone, and Wittman 
closing in on the Bomber rushing 
records, all signs pointed to an of-
fense comprised of almost entirely 
running the ball. But that is not the 
case. 
According to head coach J 1m 
Butterfield, the Bombers arc and 
were a running team, even with 
Witkowski. "Weare a running team. 
We will throw just enough to keep 
the defense honest. _My preference 
is just to be able to do both. As a 
matter of fact," Butterfield said, "I 
think we are throwing on a par with 
last year, statistically." 
During all of last year's regular 
season, Wilkowski only rushed for 
269 yards, but with two games re-
maining during this year's regular 
season campaign; Fitzgerald has al-
ready rushed for 442 yards. Ac-
cording to Butterfield, that makes 
Fitzgerald such a vital part of the 
offense. "The thing is, he is such a 
threat; even throwing. But if they 
give him an opening and he docs 
not throw, he could go all the way," 
he said. 
Fitzgerald agreed with 
Butterfield's analysis. "I am more 
of a running oriented quarterback, 
so even when we are passing, I am 
given lhc green light to run. That 
way, I am an extra weapon for the 
opposing defense to guard," he said. 
While Fitzgerald continues to 
improve physically, he has also 
improved his game from a mental 
standpoint. "He might have grown 
The Ithacan/ Gregory D1Bernardo 
Joe Fitzgerald runs for yardage 
against Mercyhurst Saturday. 
and matured more since he has been 
here then any other quarterback that 
I have worked with," he said. 
There 1s one goal that Fnzgcrald 
1s striving for. "I will not be happy 
unless we get back to the Stagg 
Bowl," he said. 
By Mike Mercure 
Cortland State quarterback Bnan 
Wild, like Bomber quarterback Joe 
Fitzgerald, has taken over his of-
fense in his senror year. 
Wild, a physical education ma-
jor from Lanea~tcr, had been the 
back-up to former Cortland great 
Dick Puccio smcc his freshman 
year. "I learned a lot from Dick, and 
I was honored to be under him. It 
wasn't ever a problem because I got 
some playing umc and even started 
a few games," Wild said. 
Wild started for the Dragons last 
year on South Hill Field, but was 
replaced by Puccio m the second 
half of the losmg effort. "I expect a 
very physical game this year. Both 
teams will be very fired up. There 
an: a lot of ~en1ors on both teams 
and this 1s their last chance to play 
each other." WIid said. 
Conland State head coach Dave 
Murray 1, happy with Wild's play. 
"Brian 1s gcttmg hcuer and heller 
each WL:ck. 1-k has done a gcx)d Joh 
for us this year," Murray said. 
Wild has done well enough to 
compile a completion percentage 
of 55.2. He has also thrown for 
1,659 yards and IO touchdowns, 
while being intercepted seven umcs. 
Those numbers add up for an effi-
ciency percentage of 124.1, fifth 
best in Champion Upstate ratings. 
According to Murray, Wild 1s a 
sprint out passer and a faster runner 
than Puccio, who was a straight 
drop-back pa<;scr. WIid has rnshcd 
for I 33 gross yards this sca~on. 
although his net total 1s only 40 
yards after sacks arc factored m 
"We arc having a prclty good 
sea<;on, " Wild said. " I am happy 
with where we arc now. I did not set 
personal goals, but we set team 
goals and of course we would hke 
to be undefeated." 
Wild said it 1s an honor to be 
playing against the dcfcndmg na-
uonal champions and what he thinks 
1s the number one team m the coun-
try. 
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Butterfield 
eyes another 
milestone 
By Tim McHugh 
Maybe it's because Ithaca College is a 
Division III program or maybe it's even 
because it's in Ithaca New York. Whatever 
the reason, few people outside the area are 
aware of the incredible success of head foot-
ball coach Jim Butterfield. 
He is only one of three active coaches in 
the nation to have a stadium named after him. 
In the words of fonner Bomber Joe Palladino, 
"Ithaca football is Jim Butterfield. He is 
responsible for everything you see." 
Butterfield has been the topic of various 
national and local publications aside from 
being highly regarded in the coaching ranks. 
Fellow coaches consider him a wizard as a 
coach but more importantly, as a teacher . 
Butterfield is involved in all aspects of the 
program: recruiting, scouting and off-season 
training. Perhaps more admirable than that, 
he even answers his own phone. According 
to his players, Butterfield is much more than 
a coach. He is a down to earth man who has 
instilled values in his players -- values that 
have little to do with football. 
Junior Joe Palumbo said, "He has taught 
us to _!_espect our opponents regardless of 
who they are. He teaches us never to talce any 
short cuts either on a football field or off." 
Fellow teammate Tom Sweattadded, "We'd 
never do anything tasteless on a football field 
for two reasons. We wouldn't do it out of 
respect for him and the program. We know 
that if we did . something classless, he 
wouldn'ttolerateiL"DefensiveTackleRalph 
Jones said, "Every guy on the team has 
complete and total resoect for that man." 
Perhaps senior running back Jeff Adams 
put it best when he said, "It is a great stroke 
of luck that for his 200th win, it will be 
against his biggest rival. It is so fitting. I'm 
thrilled to death that Butts will get the sweet-
est taste of victory against Cortland." 
Ex- Ithaca 
assistant at 
Cortland helm 
By Scott D. Matthews 
Dave Murray has done quite well since 
trucing the head coaching job at Cortland prior 
to the 1990season.In twoseasons, theSpring-
field College alumni has compiled a strong 
record of 22-8. 
Murray was a linebacker for the Chiefs 
during his collegiate career. After a brief stint 
in high school coaching, Murray took a gradu-
ate assistant job with the Bombers in 1983. 
He served as an assisiant at Dartmouth from 
1984 to 1987 before trucing the defensive 
coodinator's position at Cortland. He handled 
that job until being named head.coach. 
Murray earned his graduate degree from 
Ithaca College. 
Red Dragons not ready to roll over 
By Bill Gelman 
Carl Davis Field will be a baulcficld Sat-
urday afternoon when the Bombers clash 
with I.he Cortland Red Dragons. 
Ithaca leads I.he series 29-18-3, but the 
Red Dragons are ranked number four m 
Upstate New York this season. Cortland is 
ready for a challenge this week. Head coach 
Dave Murray said the Bombers arc the best 
team Cortland will have to face this year. 
Ithaca is ranked first in the NCAA Division 
III East Region, according to the polls, and 
Murray said they deserve to be. 
Both teams have faced several common 
opponents. The two teams have beaten 
Montclair State, the University of Albany 
and Springfield College. But Cortland lost to 
Buffalo S talc, a team that Ithaca won agamst. 
Cortland isavcragmg 25.5 points a game, 
while only allowing 16.3 point~ a game. 
Murray said that the key to victories is 
scoring when they arc inside the opponent's 
20-yard line. 
"If we come away wnh points inside the 
red zone, we wm, but 1f we do not score 
inside the 20, we lose," Murray said. 
Scoring points is going to be a true test 
for the Red Dragon offense this week. The 
Bomber defense has given up a mere 13.1 
points a game against its opponents. Murray 
said his team is going to mix the running and 
passing game. 
"We are going to try to keep their people 
off-balance. They might bend, but they do 
not break," Murray said." 
Brian Wild, the Conland quarterback, is 
ranked fifth among passers in New York 
S talc. The Red Dragons arc averaging 13. I 
yards per pass completion and 211.5 passing 
yards per game. Steve Ellis, wide receiver, is 
ranked number one among receivers in New 
York Slate with 44 receptions. He is just one 
of Wild's targets. Kevin Hartman is averag-
ing 53.8 yards a game with four touchdowns. 
Jeff Matthews is another target for the 
Cortland offense. He is averaging 35. 9 yards 
a game. 
Not as much can be said about Cortland's 
ground attack, which gains a mere 3.7 yards 
a carry. Lamont McPherson is the top Red 
Dragon rusher with only 442 yards on the 
season. 
Fighting off the Ithaca defense is only one 
challenge for Cortland. They also have to 
stop the explmive Bomber offense, which is 
averaging 41.5 points a game. So far this 
season, Cortland has only given up 16.3 
points a game. 
The Bomber backfield of Jeff Wittman 
and Jeff Adams has caused a nightmare for 
their opponents. Murray said they make up as 
good a backfield as any. The key is to contain 
them. 
"We have to make Ithaca have long drives 
and not give up any quick scores," Murray 
said. 
Murray said the Red Dragons are excited 
to be playing the best team in the country. 
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SPORTS 
One-two punch Three's a crowd 
Men 1st in EAA, women 2nd in NYSWCCA 
By Scott L. Matson 
Al the championship meet, the winners 
are generally the best. On Saturday, two 
Bomber squads made the race for the best 
CROSS COUNTRY 
The men's team notched first al the Em-
pire Athletic Association Championships al 
Hartwick, and the women placed second at 
the New York Stale Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association Championships in 
Binghamton. 
For the men's squad, the win was its third 
in the last five years and the first for head 
coach Jim Nichols. 
Both squads are running with some new 
faces and Nichols is delighted with lhe con-
tinuing tradition of success. 
"They are nol really all the same kids, so 
I'm pleased with how we performed," Nichols 
said. 
The men harriers were paced by junior 
Mike Mulligan's sixth place finish overall 
with a time of 26:00. 
Three senior Bombers finished withm one 
second of each other. Adam E1genrauch, 
John Dickens and Jeff Dickens placed eighth 
through 10th, with times off26:20.0I, 26:20.4 
and 26:20.8, respccLJvely. 
Both teams are on the bubble for qualify-
ing for the Nauonal Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation finals. Five men's teams qualify 
and hhaca is currently ranked seventh. Only 
two women's Learns qualify and Ithaca sits in 
third. 
"We have to improve from week to week, 
and we have two more weeks," Nichols said. 
The women made great strides to catch 
first place finisher SUNY Geneseo. Earlier in 
the year, the Knights defeated Ithaca by 30 
points. On Saturday, the margin was cut in 
half.Junior Gloria Hill was the top finisher in 
second, improving on last year's 17th place 
finish. Nichols is confident that the women 
harriers will improve and challenge Geneseo. 
The Ithacan/ Kersti Lee 
Ithaca's Elizabeth Stanhorn (center) and Kristen Galu (left) defend against 
William Smith's Liz Scriber during a 1-0 Ithaca loss. See article on page 24. 
Kicking for a third straight national title 
By Scott D. Matthews 
Another tournament, another trophy for 
the women's soccer team. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
The Bombers won their second consecu-
tive New York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association Championship 
(NYSWCAA) by knocking off Skidmore 
and St. Lawrence in the finals held at 
Skidmore. 
The final contest on Saturday between the 
host team and Ithaca battle almost to the wire 
without any shots crossing the goal line. 
Finally, in the 85th minute, Jennifer Guyer 
managed to slip a shot past Throughbred 
goalkeeper Lauren Taylor lO give the Bomb-
ers the only goal they would need. IL was 
Guyer's third goal of the season. 
The Ithaca offense fired 11 shots on Tay-
lor, and she made five saves. Skidmore retali-
ated with five attempts on Karen Fischer and 
the senior responded with four saves for her 
ninth shutout on the season. Fischer lowered 
her goals against average to 0.49. 
Ithaca also maintained a wide margin in 
comer kicks, leading Skidmore 12-1. 
The Bombers gained the finals by defeat-
ing St. Lawrence on Saturday, 2-0. llhaca 
scored once in each half for the win and was 
in control for most of the contest, as Fischer 
only had lo make one save. 
The Bombers poured 20 shots al the Laker 
goal, and goaltender Heather Cowden had Lo 
make 14 saves lo keep the game close. 
Susan Condelli tallied the first goal at 
30:20, assisted by Guyer and Lorne Dey le. It 
was Condelli's sixth score of the year. 
Paige Miller added an insurance goal at 
52:40, her fourth tally on the season. Guyer 
picked up her second assist of the game, 
which gives her three on the season. 
Defender Tanya Koning was named the 
tournament's defensive mosl valuable player. 
Four Bombers were named to the All-Tour-
nament team: Koning, Cathy Moss, Knstm 
Kaupang, and Megan Collins. 
Five Ithaca players were also named Lo the 
all-stale learn. Dey le, Kaupang, Collins, Moss, 
and Liz Neu all gained the honor. 
The Bombers will host an NCAA regional 
this weekend. Ithaca will play Conland on 
Upper Terrace Field at 11 a.m. in one semi-
final game. Trenton State and Rochester will 
tangle in the other contest. 
Spikers golden against Knights 
Inside 
The Ithacan / Gregory 01B ernardo 
A women's volleyball player prepares to make a big smash on 
Tuesday night's match against Nazareth College. 
By James Oppedisano 
With the post-season still ahead, 
the volleyball learn has already re-
corded the most victories since 
1987. 
VOLLEYBALL 
The Bombers defeated Nazareth 
(15-0,15-5,15-9) on Tuesday night 
lo improve to 33-11. 
"It feels good to have such a 
successful season. The kids deserve 
it. They have earned it with hard 
work," said head coach Janet 
Grzymkowski. 
Ithaca jumped on the Golden 
Flyers right from the start. Sopho-
more Sindie Shollenberger began 
the attack with strong serving that 
gave the Bombers an immediate 9-
0 lcad. 
From there, Ithaca fmished off 
its outmatched opponents without 
allowmg them a point. 
In the second game, Nazareth 
put up more of a challenge, but 
were still unahlc Lo pose a ,eriou, 
threat. Freshman Bonnie l\kDoweil 
led the way for Ithaca with ~trong 
hiumg. She f1mshed the mght wllh 
,ix kilh. 
With ,ewral itkll·,1 ,uh,UllllL'' 
playrng 111 the thml gamL·. thL· 
Golden Hyl'f, put up a lOu)-'.h I t)-'.ht. 
but ;,;gain their L'll()!l 11.1, 1Hit 
enough. 
Sophomore, L1',l Bl,tL"- .1nd 
ivkh'>'a Kry; al,o hL·lp,:d k,1d thL· 
BumhL-r,to1 lLlur:, ,L·.t, h 111111 'L'IL'II 
and ',I\ kill-, fL''l1L'Lllll'h 
l11thL'lll,l1Lh,,L'ill()! 'L'l!L'l i ,IIIIIL' 
Roberts recorded 16 assists in her 
final home match. Roberts now has 
896 for the season. 
Ithaca competed in the Empire 
Athletic Association (EAA) com-
petition over the weekend in St. 
Lawrence. The Bombers finished 
with a 3-1 record in league play. 
On Friday. !thaca defeated SL. 
Lawrence( 1)-1,15-4,15-2). Sopho-
more outside hitter Tracy Swyers 
recorded ii,iiC kills in the match, 
while Roberts passed for 20 assists. 
Shollenberger adde.l six ::,P-s in the 
victory. 
Alfred was the next victim for 
the Bombers 05-4,15-6,15-12). 
Swyers was again impressive (7 
kills), as Shollenberger stepped m 
at seller, and distributed 10 assists. 
On Saturday, Ithaca fell to league 
ciiafiip:0n Rochester Institute of 
Technology (15-9, 15-11, 15-11 ). 
In the loss, Rohcns added 2-1 
more assisL~. as Swyers tallied l ..i 
kills. 
The team then hounccd back w1Lh 
a 15-2,15-3,15-11 victory over 
Clark ,on. Shollenberger wa, aga111 
solid at setter with 17 a,,"t,. Kry; 
wa, her mam htllL'r w11h L'tght kills 
Ithaca ended the ~ca,on sen ind 
Ill the E:\:\ 111th ,Ill S-~ lL'uHd .11hl 
11 r 11,t~tfl 1x i,t-,L'd,ull pl,11 tlu, 11 L', ·k 
,· 11d 
I h,· '\c'11 't , 1rk St.ii,'\\ 1'ilt,·11, 
('(iJk)'.i,llL' \thkliL \SS(ILl,lllllll 
[()lll ll,llliL'lll II ill J,,. ~Ill J 11,l.11 ,II ,', l 
J( ,iJ!} 1-i,lJL'f 
· Our rn,1111 )-'.().ii 1, 1,, 11 1,11 11 ,·I I 
;l!Jd 1111!,h Ill lliL' [()jl [l\11 (l( (lllf 
p()(>i ... Ci11:111k,111,k1 ,.11,I 
Sherman 
comes through 
Dan Sherman scored 
the only goal as the 
men's soccer team 
slipped past Geneseo 
1-0 on Saturday. The 
win helped the Bomb-
ers earn an ECAC 
postseason bid. 
Page 26 
Ithaca College's Jimmy 
Chui achieved a per-
sonal dream and com-
pleted the New York 
City Marathon on 
Sunday 
Page 26 
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Discouraging weekend in state tournament 
By Glenn Roth 
It was an emotionally draining 
weekend for the Ithaca College field 
hockey team. The Bombers losttwo 
very close games. The first, 1-0 to 
William Smith and then a 2-1 over-
time loss to Cortland that might 
have ended Ithaca's chance to go to 
NCAAs. 
FIELD HOCKEY 
On Sunday, Ithaca faced 
Conland in the consolation game of 
the New York State Women's Col-
legiate Athletic Association 
(NYSWCM) championships. The 
Red Dragons dominated the first I 0 
minutes of the game, putting sig-
nificant pressure on Ithaca 
goaltender Karen Hollands. The 
Bombers struggled early on, 17 
minutes without a shot on goal. At 
18:56 in the first half, midfielder 
Jessica Rowe scored to give 
Cortland a 1-0 lead. Hollands made 
many great saves to keep the deficit 
atone. 
In the second half, Ithaca started 
to come alive while Cortland began 
slowing down. "I think second half 
we outplayed them and they were 
tired," said forward Sue Bender 
Finally, the Bombers got a break 
when Bender was awarded a pen-
alty stroke at 12:35. She took full 
advantage of it, lifting the ball into 
the top left comer of the net to tie 
the game at one. Both teams made 
good defensive plays to keep the 
score tied and head into overtime. 
In overtime, both teams had a 
penalty comeropponunity but were 
unable to score. 3: I 2 into overtime 
Cortland forward Natalie 
Havraniak used her speed and 
scored on a breakaway for the game 
winner. 
Some Ithaca players gave their 
HOT! HOT! HOT! 
See You On The Be:ich 
SPRING BREAK 1993 
with 
CAMPUS GET-AWAYS 
1-800-2-CANCUN 
CALL NOW TO BE A REP AND EARN A FREE TRIP 
"THE BEST JERK 
CHICKEN IN TOWN 11 
featuring sun drenched tropical cuisine 
Lunch & Dinner 114 N. Cayuga St. 
Tues.·Sat. Downtown llhaca 
277·2365 
Join us for MacFest' 
Thurs., Nov.12, 10 - 2 PM 
Don't miss this one day event featuring 
one of the most popular computers 
on campuses nationwide! 
Apple 
Macintosh 
Sec our di~play in the Nortl1 
Foyer of the Campu~ Center, 
where Patricia Menotti and 
Chris Gervais will he 
demonstrating the new A_pple"' 
Macintosh"' PowcrBook' , 
Macintosh Cla~sic"'II, 
Macintosh LC and the Style-
Writer"' printer. Join us or 
call Chris at 256-8419. 
i'r.!Mi 
Connecting Point.Dll 
COMPUTER CENTERS 
STUDENT I FACULTY 
DISCOUNTS 
Plus, Giveaways! 
•ff Authorized &lucation Sales C:Onsultant 
Apple, M.ic. ~.:icmtosh, MacFe~r. SlyleWrrter and the Apple logo are ,e,q,ste,ed lrddemarks or 
Apple Compu1er :nc PowerBoolc: rs J trademark ol A;,ple Coniputer Inc Cl.1.ss1c 1s a it>gistered 
trademark l·censed 10 Apple Computer Inc 
reaction on the goal. "We didn't 
have all of our defense back, I there 
was] nothing we could have done," 
link Carolyn Ghezzi said. "It just 
came down to who could put it in at 
the end. The defense was there, she 
just got by," halfback Lucy 
Robinson said. "It was just one of 
those things. They came down right 
away and scored," Bender said. 
After the game, head coach Doris 
Kostrinsky was not happy. 
"Bender played her heart out 
and so did Hollands. We need more 
kids who can play at a higher level 
with the pressure on," Kostrinsky 
said. On the game-winning goal 
she said, "It was a miss tackle and a 
defensive foul-up. One or two de-
fensive players let the kid go by." 
She said that her team is very com-
petitive but maybe being competi-
tive isn't enough. 
On Saturday, the team faced 
number one ranked William Smith 
in the semifinals. Ithaca controlled 
the first 10 minutes of play. Later in 
the half, some controversy arose. 
The Bombers thought they scored, 
but the referee ruled the pass-in 
went off a defensive player rather 
than an offensive player before go-
ing into the net. 
The goal was disallowed but 
Kostrinsky thought the goal should 
have counted. "It did go off an 
offensive player, the referee made a 
mistake," Kostrinsky said. The first 
half ended scoreless. 
In the second half, William 
Smith got a break when Kristen 
Galu got her second flag, allowing 
the Herons to have a five minute 
player advantage. At 22: 54, Pamela 
Dumond scored to make it 1-0. "I 
shaded to the right, the ball went 
from her left to the right I just 
didn't get to it," Hollands said. 
Ithaca could not get control of 
the ball to get something started. 
"We couldn't keep possession and 
[if] you can't keep possession, you 
can't score," Bender said. 
William Smith's head coach, 
Sally Scatton Bond had praise for 
Ithaca, "I think Ithaca is an excel-
lent team and they have a great 
tradition of excellence," Bond said. 
After the two losses, players 
didn't know if they would be going 
totheNCAAs.Ghezzithoughtthey 
still had a chance and Bender really 
didn't know. 
The announcement came late 
Monday night when the Bombers 
got the invitation to play Oneonta 
in the first round. On their upcom-
ing opponent Kostrinsky said, "It's 
going to be a battle. They have a lot 
of speed. We have LO control the 
midfield and make good on our 
shots on goal." 
Stressful Saturday in store 
By Scott D. Matthews 
Usually, the annual Ithaca-
Cortland football game is the most 
important contest on the day it is 
played. Thisyear,however,itmight 
be the third on the list of games to 
see on Saturday. 
INTHE 
BOMB SIGHT 
The women's soccer team con-
tinues its quest for a third consccu-
ti ve National Championship on 
Saturday when it hosts Conland in 
an NCAA regional contest. The 
coach Pat Farmer and his team, but 
they have plenty of experience. Any 
team with back-to-back National 
titles knows something about pres-
sure and how to deal with it. 
The field hockey team is also in 
action in the NCAA tournament on 
Saturday. Coach Doris Kostrinsky 
and crew play Oneonta on William 
Smith's campus. While the Bomb-
ers squeezed into the tournament 
with a 10-10 record, the strength of 
their schedule was undoubtedly a 
factor. Als~. it is quite possible that 
IC will make a run. Remember, the 
team only lost l-0 to powerful Wil-
liam Smith last weekend. 
That's not to say the Cortaca Jug 
clash ha'i lost any of its importance. 
The game is one of those few in 
which records are thrown out the 
and the Red Dragons came in 
winless, it would still be a big game. 
Not to mention, Cortland would 
love to damage Ithaca's playoff 
chances. If the Bombers lose to the 
Dragons, then fall next week to 
talented Washington and Jefferson, 
who knows what could happen? 
• Don't look now, but the winter 
sports season is already upon us. 
The men's swimming and diving 
team kicked it off in style when 
they bounced Hobart 132-9 l on 
Wednesday night. 
Freshman Todd Poludinak cer-
tainly made a splash in his colle-
giate debut. Poludinak was victori-
ous in both the I 00 and 50 meter 
freestyle events. 
The women's swimming and 
Saturday, when it joins the men's 
team at the Rochester Relays. The 
Bombers will be trying for their 
eighth consecutive league champi-
onship. 
If you think it's hard 
living on your salary, 
try living without it. 
We all like to complain a little about how tough it is ro live on 
the money we're making. But imagine one day finding you can no 
longer work because of a disability ... and your salary suddenly stops. 
Frightening? At TIAA, we don't want it to be. That's why 
we offer the best Group Long-Tenn Disability plans around. These 
plans provide paycheck protection, 
continued contributions """~--- ·- ~ao, r i11";·TEII~ l>LI.UI 
. ,~\\I.~~~!~..-- -----1~ 1~PHoPf~ 
\ y tllD,-- ----
row ard retirement. assi-,- -_;~~-- ~, 
lance with Social Secunt)', · ' 
*' -and expert claims service. 
TIAA Long-Term 
Disability Insurance can help 
make your future more secure ... 
regardless of what surprises the 
iii 
future may hold. 
TIAA Group Insurance. 
The Smart Relationship. 
Teacher~ 
ln~urancc and 
Annuity 
A~~oc1a11on 
730 Third Avenue 
New York. NY 10017-3206 
En~urmg the ru1urc for IIH1\c who ,hapc 11 
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Lakers frozen over, 48-7 
Hy Aaron Williams 
On the visitor's side of Jim 
Butterfield Stadium, above 
Cerrache Center, a few Mercyhurst 
fans huddled together for warmth 
and to support their team. 
FOOTBALL 
Their support wasn't enough for 
the Lakers, who made the 200-mile 
trek to frigid Ithaca to get ham-
mered by the Bombers, 48-7. 
The contingent from Mercyhurst 
saw junior Todd Konick run ram-
pant through the Laker defense, re-
turning a punt for a touchdown, as 
well as a 53-yard scoring reception. 
They saw an Ithaca defense that 
manhandled the Laker's offensive 
line, constantly putting quarterback 
Chris Logero under intense pres-
sure. They saw an Ithaca offense 
that coughed up the ball seven times 
against Buffalo State move almost 
at will, committing just three turn-
overs. Even when the second and 
third teams came in, the Mercyhurst 
defense seemed helpless. 
All in all, the game was a classic 
blowout. "The defense did a great 
job," Bomber quarterback Joe 
Fitzgerald said. "The offense was a 
little flat. There were a few mental 
breakdowns, moslly on my part." 
Indeed, even though the score 
was 27-0 at halftime, Fitzgerald 
continually underthrew his receiv-
ers in the first quaner. But he even-
tually found his mark, connecting 
on 11 of 22 passes in the half. 
"Thank goodness we had patience 
with him," said Ithaca head coach 
Jim Butterfield. 
The packed crowd was a good 
indication of the outcome of the 
game. When a one-yard plunge by 
senior Jeff W ittrnan made the score 
21-0 in Ithaca's favor, fans started 
to leave the cold stadium. After 
each score, it seemed more and 
more fans left, so that by the end of 
the contest, only a few remained. 
The only positive thing from 
Mercyhurst's standpoint was that 
they were able to contain the 
Bomber's favorite weapon, the op-
tion. However, Butterfield was able 
to find a way to move the offense. 
"We started hitting on some passes 
that spread them out some so that 
our inside game went a bit better." 
Wittman praised the offensive 
line's job of opening up big holes 
for the backfield. "They always do 
a great Joh and I don't think they get 
enough credit throughout the year." 
After halfume, Butterfield was 
able to put some younger players in 
the lineup. Names ltkc Wtttman 
and Fitzgerald were replaced with 
junior Mike Murtha and senior Ron 
Smith. Konick substituted for start-
ing running back Jeff Adams, 
among others. 
"I thmk it's very important for 
the younger guys to have the same 
experience [as the starters] under 
game conditions," Butterfield said. 
The parents weekend game, 
more than other games (with the 
possible exception of Conland) usu-
ally provides as much excitement 
off the field than on. The parents of 
the senior Bomber players were 
introduced at halftime. Boosters 
dressed in blue and white packed 
the stadium. 
One little boy, possibly a future 
Bomber himself, was dressed in his 
own Ithaca uniform.complete with 
helmet. But perhaps the mo~t ex-
citement for the fans was unplanned. 
Campus security was called on just 
before the game to recover a young 
raccoon trapped in one of the gar-
bage cans in the stands. 
The Ithacan/Greg DiBernardo 
Ithaca's Jason Potts (right) deflects a pass away from Mercyhurst 
receiver Ryan Williams during Saturday's game. 
After flying start, skaters crash land The lone bright spots for Ithaca were junior forward Mitch Corton 
and sophomore forward Ben Coo-
per, each of whom scored once. By Michael J. Kahan 
After coming off an exciting and 
impressive opening weekend of un-
defeated play, the Ithaca College 
men's ice hockey team has dropped 
its latest two games. 
The Bombers lost decisions to 
Broome Community College on 
Tuesday night and at home Satur-
day against the University ofRoch-
ICE HOCKEY 
ester. The losses dropped Ithaca to 
2-1 in the Eastern Collegiate Hockey 
League and 2-2 overall. 
Tuesday night in Binghamton, 
most of the action took place in the 
Hornets' offensive zone. But, the 
Bombers lost the contest by a score Mau Allen in last Saturday's game 
of 5-2. against the University of Roches-
"Of their five goals, four were of 
the breakaway type," Grippen said. 
Grippen attributed one main reason 
for the loss to the lack of experi-
enced defensmen on the ice for the 
Bombers. 
This situation stems mainly from 
the hand injury of senior tri-captain 
ter. Although the doctors are pre-
dicting that Allen may return to 
action in as liule as three weeks, 
Grippen remains fairly skeptical. 
"I am just hoping to have Mau 
back al full strength for the second 
semester. It's a tough injury to re-
cover from," Grippen said. 
On Saturday, Ithaca skated 
against defending ECHL champion 
the University of Rochester Yellow 
Jackets. The Bombers were de-
feated, this time by a score of 7-2. -
"The frustration level is high and 
I am hoping that we can get some 
positive momentum going before 
the Co,tJand game," Grippen said. 
9 SEX? d 
The Hillel Players Present 
DECISIONS DECISIONS DECISIONS 
In Muller Chapel 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
All tickets are $3, available through 
Muller Chapel 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
AT8:00PM 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7 
AT8:00PM 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8 
AT6:00PM 
B/Mt 11 cTMtfJ, .f kl:r 
!f dte ~ Cwlu.ftN'*' 
Lra .ft .ftet~ £kta,-u 
This production has been brought to you by: 
THE ffiLLEL FOUNDATION AT 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
~-a.~,(: fLR+,vctH--...n..:,..u..., 
5',16~-'-A--. #f, #f/1all.l 
If you've made the decision to have sex ..... 
then decide to make it Safe! 
BE SURE THAT YOU ARE PROTECTED! 
Come to the I.C. Health Center for: 
safe sex information, medical testing & treatment of 
sexually transmitted diseases, HIV, and birth control. 
FOR APPOINTMENTS OR MORE INFORMATION, 
CALL 274-3 I 77 
ALL SERVICES ARE FULLY CONFIDENTIAL 
\ 
) 
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Strong stretch drive 
earns playoff slot 
By Dickon Geddes 
Miracles sometimes do occur. 
A few weeks ago, the men's 
soccer team seemed to be dead and 
buried concerning post-season play. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Jim Hoffsherone. The Blue Knights 
head coach Michael Mooney said 
that it was these missed chances 
that made the difference between a 
good Ithaca team and an excelle!'ll 
one. "Ithaca has a very nice team, 
but they don't finish," he said. "That 
is why their record (8-6-2) is what it 
However,afterarunofsixgamcs is." 
in which Ithaca lost only once, the Sherman then turned hero when 
Bombers learned Monday that they he scored the winning goal. This 
received a bid for the Eastern Col- came with 2:48 left in the first pe-
legiate Athletic Conference play- riod of extra time. Hoffshcr raced 
offs. down the left flank, crossed the ball 
Saturday, the Bombers played and Sherman was running in at the 
theirfinalregularseasongamewhen near post to convert the chance. 
they hosted Geneseo on the Upper Ithaca'sheadcoachAndyBymc 
Terrace Field. said it was a very nice way for the 
The final score had Ithaca win- twoseniorstoendtheirhomegames 
ning by a lone goal, but not before at Ithaca College. "It was a move 
they had given a lot of Bomber that we had practiced earlier in the 
supporters near heartattacks. week," he said. "And it was cspe-
It was great attacking soccer by cially nice for Dan and Jim because 
the Bombers, but they missed six it was their last home game for us." 
v~ry clear chances. In all of their Because Ithaca's offense was 
games this season, the Bombers doing all the work, there was a 
have out-shot their opponents. possibility that they could have been 
Senior Dan Sherman missed hit on the counter attack. However, 
three clear cut chances, freshman the Bomber defense once again 
Todd Stephan had two and senior came out big. 
"/ really believe that we 
are playing as well as 
anybody." 
-head coach Andy Byrne 
"I thought the defense defended 
well," Byrne said. "Especially 
goalie Eric Pepper. He was a little 
shaky on his punts to begin with, 
but then he gathered himself and 
played really well."The Blue 
Knights were not helped by the fact 
that there was a lot of friction be-
tween the players and their head 
coach. 
Sherman said that the season has 
been "long and tough" for the 
Bombers, and according to Byrne 
the second half of the season was 
much better then the first half. 
The Bombers travel to Albany 
on Saturday for the first round of 
the ECAC's, and if they win that, 
they will play Clarkson or 
Binghamton on Sunday. "I really 
believe that we arc playing as well 
as anybody," Byrne said. "So I think 
that we could beat anybody that we 
play." 
A dream come true 
IC student completes New York City Marathon 
By Andrew Marchand 
Last Sunday, Jimmy Chui '94 
fulfilled his high school dream of 
running in the New York City Mara-
thon. -
Chui hoped to finish the 26.2 
miles in under 4 hours, but was very 
pleased with his unofficial time of 
4 hours and 2 minutes. 
"Considermg it took mi.: 3 min-
utes to get to the starting lme [be-
cause of the over 20,000 people]. I 
was happy with the time." 
Chui said the marathon \\a~ an 
"It was more than I 
expected. I grew up in 
New York City and the 
people [for the mara-
thon] were the best I 
have ever seen . " 
- Jimmy Chui 
runners in all the different neigh-
borhoods." 
port helped him out again at the end 
of the race. 
"The last four miles my legs felt 
numb, but the crowd was urging me 
on." Withfamilyandfriendsonthe 
sideline Jimmy Chui completed his 
first marathon. 
Chui is not sure if he would 
return to the marathon next ycar."I 
would like to train even harder [ if I 
go back], if I can afford the time." 
--. even greater event than h1~ huge 
expectations and New York wa:-. 
more generous than he had ever 
seen ll before. 
Chui, who ran 30 LO 40 miles a 
week in preparation for the race, 
was enthral led with the enthusi,L~m 
of the fans. 
"The first 10 miles went by so 
fa~t. because I was enJoying the 
crowd so much." 
When Jimmy Chui was a young-
ster, he watched the New York City 
Marathon. When he was in high 
school, he was a marnthon volun-
teer. 
The images of the race surpassed 
his expectations Sunday and the 
excitement of the crowd was more 
than he expected. 
"It was more than I expected. I 
grew up in New York Clly and the 
people [ for the Marathon I were the 
best I have ever ~cen. Everyone 
was mcc and excited for all the 
""WE CAN HELP YOU WITH 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO 
GO ABROAD ... -from- the 
lowat student aifara, yow kltana-
tlonal Student~ & )'OIi ~II pass 
to-tmd guides, bKkpad<S I, Info on 
m abroad-Come by and talc to us 
somdknc, wc"D glvc you ow RlEE 
"5tudalt Tmds" Magazne & answer "llrf 
trffll quatlons you lllilY ha'tc-Wnc 
b«nthad 
New York Amherst 
However, Chui felt "really tired" 
at the I 2 and I 8 mile marks, but the 
crowd mspircd him and the fan sup-
"I ran on the side so I could l11gh-
five the kids in the crowd," Chui 
said 
Fall r .L\II Rush 
Gamma Delta Pi 
Social/Service Sorority 
ALL IC WOMEN WELCOME 
m A 1Rt4rrlTI P/IRTt'/ 
AlfftJ-. For ANYONE 
interested! Sisters of 
rm will be wearing 
letters. 
/vii/IT: Bring T~shirt to be 
painted on. 
/1/IIE#: TODAY, 
November 5, 1992 
at 9 P.M. 
l<IIIERE. In the Emerson 
Suite Lounge. 
212-666-4177 413-256-1261 Safe Rides provided to & from Cornell 
CO;tf E rl!VO Ot/Tulll/lT/4/E /IRE /ILL /180tfT Call Now 
November S, 1992 
<01mm JPllll § 
urren_ts 
Catch up-to-date news about people, 
places, and events at Ithaca College! 
Wednesdays at 9:00 
Thursdays at 10:00 
Only on ICTV Channel 54 
~ ~ Latelight 
Terrace Club 
PRESENTS 
Monday 
Night }; 
EVERY MONDAY FROM 8 - l0P.M. 
MUSICTANS NEEDED! COME LET US HEAR 
YOUR TALENT! CALL WIIliAM HEARD 
AT274-3'XJ7 
The Perfect Present 
.fl~~M~~ 
~~'ttt11C~\~~i::.n 
~~11J~~~tcr~ ON5 
... 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
l 08 Dryden Rd. • Collegetown 
273-4857 • We Deliver 
LOWEST AIRFARES! 
DON'T MISS OUT! 
It's not too late to get your tickets 
for Thanksgiving and Holiday trips. 
Seats are limited. Book Now! 
401 COLLEGE AVENUE 
(Above Wendy's) II 
273-4443 ~ 
COMMUNITY CORNERS ........,_ -
257-2515 
HOU RS: MON-FRI 9AM - 5PM • SAT 1 OAM - 2PM 
I 
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Ithacan Sports BY THE NUMBERS Compiled by Brian Kohn and 
Scott D. Matthews 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD THE WEEK AHEAD 
Eootban ts-01 
Oct.31 
E!tfd Hockey uo-101 
Oct.31 
CHAMPION 
UPSTATE 
FOOTBALL POLL 
Thursday, Nov. 5 
No teams In action 
Women's Cross Country- ECACat 
Binghamton 
Ithaca 48, Mercyhurst 7 NYSWCAA Tournament 
William Smith 1, Ithaca 0 
Nov. 1 
TBA 
Friday, Nov. 6 
Women'• Soccer 111-2-1. z-o EAAl 
Oct.31 NYSWCAA Tournament" 
Ithaca 2, Cortland 1 
No. School 
Ithaca (16) 
Overall 
JV Football vs. King's College 
8-0 
2 pm. 
Volleyball- NYSWCAA Champ1onsh1ps 
at St John Fisher 
Ithaca 2, St. Lawrence 0 
Nov. 1 
1 
2. Rochester 8-0 TBA 
Ithaca 1, Skidmore o Men's Soccer (8:6:2, 2-3:1 EAAl 
Ithaca 1, Geneseo o 
3. 
4 
5. 
Buffalo State 
Cortland 
Rennsselaer 
5-2 
5-3 
5-2 
Volleyball- NYSWCAA Champ,onsh,ps 
at St John Fisher 
TBA 
Men's and Women's Sw1mm1ng and D1v-
Ing at Rochester Relays 
Vonevban (32-11. s-2 EAAl 
Oct. 30 
Ithaca def. St. Lawrence: 15-1, 15-4, 
15-2; Ithaca def. Alfred: 15-4, 15-6, 
15-12 
Oct.31 
Ithaca def. Clarkson: 15-2, 15-3, 15-11 
RIT def. Ithaca: 15-9, 15-11, 15-11 
Men'• Cro11 Country 
1st at EAA Championships 
Women'• Cro,s Country 
2nd at NYSWCAA Championships 
Meo'• Swimming end PtvJaa 11-01 
Ithaca 132, Hobart 91 
ITHACA VS CORTLAND: 
PLAYER COMPARISONS 
QUARTERBACKS: 
~ 
Joe Fltzgerald, Ithaca: 51 of 102 for 729 yards, 9 TD, 7 INT--- 125.4 efficiency 
Brian WIid, Cortland: 127 of 230 for 1659 yards, 1 O TD, 7 I NT- 124. 1 efficiency 
RUNNING BACKS: 
llWliilQ 
Jeff Wittman, Ithaca: 149 carries for 921 yards, 6.2 average, 17 TD 
Jeff Adams, Ithaca: 62 carries for 369 yards, 6.0 average, 6 TD 
Lamont McPherson, Cortland: 121 carries for 442 yards, 3.7 average, 3 TD 
Bert Conklin, Cortland: 38 carries for 137 yards, 3.6 average, 5 TD 
RECEIVERS: 
receiving· 
Ken Syzmansky, Ithaca: 24 receptions for 417 yards, 17.4 average, 5 TD 
Tom O'Connell, Ithaca: 11 receptions for 151 yards, 13.7 average, 1 TD 
Tom Cahlll, Ithaca: 3 receptions for 33 yards, 11.0 average, o TD 
Steve EIits, Cortland: 44 receptions for 608 yards, 13.8 average, 1 TD 
Jeff Matthews. Cortland: 25 receptions for 287 yards, 11.5 average, 2 TD 
Kevin Hartman, Cortland: 22 receptions for 430 yards, 19.6 average, 4 TD 
FOOTBALL: 
ITHACA 48, 
MERCVHURST 7 
Oct. 31 at Ithaca 
Mercyhurst O O O 7 - 7 
Ithaca 6 21 7 14 -48 
Ithaca Rushing 
Wittman 15-56-2, Fitzgerald 6-54-1, 
Adams 7-25-1, Murtha 9-25, 
Murphy 3-19, Martin 2-12. 
Konick 4-11-1, Smith 2-3 
Ithaca Passing 
Fitzgerald 11-22-131 yards-0 TD-1 INT, 
Smith 6-7-109 yards- 1 TD- 0 INT, 
Lavallee 1-1-7 yards, Murphy 0-0 
flhaca Receiyjng 
Szymansky 8-84, O'Connell 5-58, 
Konick 1-53-1, Sandagato 1-29, 
Adams 1-11, Calhoun 1-7, Palumbo 1-5 
Ithaca Jotal Tackles 
Genese 9; Cerrone,Griesemer. 
Maceyak 6; Mastine, Potts, Van Slyke 4 
Bigsby, Fenton, Nichols. Romocki 3 
Pass Sacks 
Cerrone, Maceyak, Mastine, Allen, 
Pedott, Squires. Sweatt, Faggiano 
Saturday, Nov. 7 
Champ1onsh1ps al Binghamton 
11 a.m 
Football at Cortland 
1 pm 
Men's Cross Country- NYST & FA Cham-
p1onsh1ps at Fteclonia 
12pm 
Men's Soccer- at Albany (ECAC) 
TBA 
4pm 
Sunday, Nov. 8 
Women's Soccer (ti Bombers defeat 
Cortland on Saturday) 
Monday, Nov. 9 
No teams rn action 
Tuesday, Nov. 10 
No teams in action 
Wednesday, Nov. 11 
Men's and Women's Swimming and 
Diving at Hartwick 
4pm 
On the Air 
Football- Saturday, Nov. 7· Ithaca at Cortland, WICB, 12:45 p.m 
Women's Soccer: Saturday, Nov. 7: Cortland at Ithaca, WICB. 11 a m. 
Sunday, Nov 8: WICB will carry NCAA regional final ,f 
Ithaca wins on Saturday 
Talk Shows- Sunday, Nov. 8: Sports Journal, VIC, 6 p.m. 
Sunday, Nov. 8: Sports Talk, WICB, 7 p.m. 
FILLED TO CAPACITY 
ATTENDANCE AT THE LAST FIVE MEETINGS BETWEEN THE 
ITHACA BOMBERS AND THE CORTLAND STATE RED DRAGONS 
YEAR SITE SCORE ATTENDANCE 
1991 Ithaca Ithaca 23-14 10.903 
1990 Cortland Ithaca 28-14 10,000 est 
1989 Ithaca Ithaca 28- O 10,051 
1988 (NCAA} Ithaca Ithaca 24-17 7,636 
1988 Cortland Cortland 21-20 7.100 
An Important Message to the Ithaca College Community Regarding the 
Off-Campus Application Process 
Ithaca College strlves to provide housing for all full-time undergraduate students. Housing is guaranteed for new fresh-
men and, when possible, is made available to transfer students, re-admitted students, and those returning from leave of 
absence or study abroad. All full-time undergraduates must live in College facilities unless authorized to live off-campus 
by the Office of Residential Life. 
Each semester, current residence hall occupancy rates as well as projected rates for the upcoming semester are re-
viewed. When the number of students who wish to live on-campus exceeds the number of spaces available in the resi-
dence halls, the Office of Residential Life conducts an off-campus housing application process. Those students who are 
permitted to move off-campus create vacancies which are then filled by new or re~admitted students, thus allowing the 
College to meet its housing goals and maintain its strong residential quality. 
Recently, the Office of Residential Life in conjunction with other key campus offices reviewed the Fall 1992 occupancy 
figures and the projected rates for Spring 1993. Normal attrition through graduation, study abroad, and leaves of absence 
will result in sufficient residence hall openings to accommodate new or re-admitted students. Since there is no need to 
create additional space by permitting current residents to move off-campus, there will not be an off-campus housing 
application process during the Fall 1992 semester for January 1993 releases. 
Current resident students who wish to move off-campus may apply in the Spring semester (1993) for permission to move 
off-campus the following Fall. The application process will be advertised in The Ithacan and on residence hall bulletin 
boards. Please be advised that the number of students receiving approval to move off-campus for the Fall 1993 semester 
;s expected to be smaller than in past years. Most continuing students should plan to participate in the Spring lottery 
process to select College housing for Fall 1993. Students are further advised nQ1 to sign any lease or contract, or make 
other commitments for off-campus housing, prior to receiving written approval to move off-campus from the Office of 
Residential Life through the application process. 
Information relative to the College's residency policy is contained in the Undergraduate Catalog and the Residential Life 
Handbook. Specific questions about housing may be addressed to members of the Residential Life Department staff. 
' 
~-
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No Pain, 
No Gain 
Fitness-conscious students pump it 
up in Hill Center weight training 
facility Monday night. 
Photos by Bill Christofidis 
